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It has become my belief that the psychopathology of all disorders can be looked 

at from the vantage point of the success or failure to achieve bonding or 

attachment between the infant and its mother and that a more convenient 

paradigm for gauging normalcy and psychopathology is the nature of the 

interrelationship with the other rather than of the individual self. 

J.S. Grotstein * 

* J.S. Grotstein, 1983. Proposed revision of the psychoanalytic concept of 

primitive mental states, Part II , Contemporary Psychoanalysis, 19 : 570 - 604. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to elucidate an object relations approach to therapeutic work with 

children. The study is conducted by means of a critical theoretical evaluation of psychoanalytic 

and object relations conceptualisations of the nature of the primary biological mother-child 

relationship; an in depth theoretical exploration of the mother's involvement in and contribution 

to both optimal and pathological development in the child, and of her role in the child's treatment. 

The theoretical exposition is supplemented by the presentation and examination of clinical 

material derived from a child treatment case in clinical practice. 

Child treatment is located within an historical context; the role of parents in child treatment is 

addressed and divergencies in technical approaches to their inclusion in child treatment are 

reviewed. The nature of the primary biological mother-child relationship - its evolution, 

unconscious interrelational processes, optimal and pathological vicissitudes and its implications 

for child treatment - is explored. Simultaneous treatment of mother and child is offered for 

consideration, as an object relations approach which addresses the operation of both conscious 

and unconscious processes within the mother-child relationship, the vicissitudes of developmental 

disturbances and how these manifest in the therapeutic situation. 

The conclusion drawn is that an in-depth understanding of the primary relationship and its 

unconscious processes is of crucial importance in the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of 

children and that in many instances the mother needs to be directly involved in the treatment 

endeavour. It is further concluded that simultaneous treatment of mother and child is valuable 

in highlighting points of interaction between the disturbances of mother and child, and facilitates 

an understanding of the unconscious meanings and associations held by the mother in 

connection with her child, as well as the ways in which her unconscious expectations are fulfilled 

by the symptomatic child. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this dissertation is to elucidate an object relations approach to therapeutic work with 

disturbed children. The study is informed throughout by the fundamental premises posited by 

classical psychoanalytic and object relations theory. The arguments developed are therefore 

presented from within the limited confines of these theoretical perspectives,. and reflect the writer's 

psychoanalytic-object relations orientation. The study is approached by means of a critical 

theoretical evaluation of psychoanalytic and object relations conceptualisations of the primary 

biological mother-child relationship, and of the mother's involvement in and contribution to both 

optimal and pathological development in the child. This theoretical exposition is supplemented 

by the presentation and examination of clinical material derived from a mother-child treatment 

case in clinical practice. 

Although it has been widely acknowledged that there is often more than one participant in the 

disturbance with which a child presents for treatment, and that the psychogenic origins of the 

disturbance may not reside with the child himself, 1 this has not always led to an examination of 

the question of how to take these factors into account in the therapeutic endeavour. 

Traditionally, classical psychoanalytically-oriented approaches have maintained as their hallmark 

the assumption that the focus of therapeutic action should be primarily with the child, while the 

parents have been relegated to some position more or less extraneous to the main therapeutic 

effort. 

In contrast, in this paper precedence is given to the reality of the inevitable presence and 

involvement of parents in the lives and hence in the treatment of their children. Lack of parental 

involvement, support and co-operation during therapeutic treatment of the child - especially on 

the part of the mother - are viewed as the factors that most often bring about the demise of the 

child's treatment. Hence the nature of the early biological mother-child relationship, and how 

1For ease of reading, the writer will use the masculine 'he' when referring to the child subject, and 
'she' when referring to the clinician, other than in instances in which direct quotes are used, in 
which case gender is retained as in the original. 
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this may be implicated as one of the most confounding features encountered in child treatment, 

is granted paramount importance in this paper and forms a cental focus of the discussion 

throughout. The writer offers for consideration an object relations approach as a possible means 

whereby this confounding feature may be understood and whereby parents may be drawn into 

the therapeutic effort in a way that furthers, rather than hinders, the child's treatment progress. 

Although object relations theory is indelibly rooted in classical psychoanalytic theory, it is 

fundamentally a theory concerned with the dynamic interplay of unconscious internal object ' 

relations and current interpersonal experience (Ogden, 1983 : 227). In its broadest sense, object 

relations theory refers to attempts within the psychoanalytic tradition to confront the potentially 

confounding observation that people live simultaneously in an external and internal world, and 

that the relationship between the two ranges from the most fluid intermingling to the most rigid 

separation. The term therefore designates theories, or aspects of theories, concerned with 

exploring the relationship between real , external people and internal images and residues of 

relations with them, and the significance of these residues for psychic functioning (Greenberg and 

Mitchell, 1983: 11-12). 

Hence, the individual psyche may be viewed as a system of internalised images of self and 

others. Of central import to this paper are the notions that these internalised images are initially 

formed in the infant's primary relationship with the mother, and that the child's mother remains 

the most powerful shaper of the internalised object relations of her child - even though these 

images are influenced and altered by relations with other persons(cf Joffe, 1989). 

Central to the argument developed in this paper is the writer's belief that therapeutic work with 

children requires an in-depth understanding of the mother-child relationship and of the interpltfy 

between phenomena in the intra-psychic sphere, and phenomena in the sphere of external 

reality and interpersonal relations. The writer postulates an object relations treatment approach, 

informed by object-relations theory, which as a "non-linear, circular, interactional theory" (Siipp, 

1984 : 41) provides the bridge which connects the intra-psychic and interpersonal spheres. 
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Specifically, the paper addresses the question of how to understand and manage the mother's 

often intrusive involvement in the child's treatment and offers for consideration simultaneous 

treatment of mother and child as an alternative approach to the classical stance of individual 

treatment of the child. 

As object relations theory is firmly rooted in psychoanalytic theory, classical theory is taken as 

the point of departure in this paper. Chapter two demonstrates how, as a result of the pioneering 

work of Sigmund Freud towards the end of the 19th Century, individual treatment of emotionally 

disturbed adults began (cf Freud 1893, 1895, 1900, 1901, 1905, 1916). Treatment of disturbed 

children emerged out of the principles of adult analytic work and thus also traditionally focused 

on the individual child (Glenn, 1978; Marks-Mishne, 1983). A brief overview of the development 

of child psychoanalysis and child psychotherapy is then presented in order to locate therapeutic 

work with disturbed children within an historical context. In the course of exploring the literature 

on child treatment, the central dilemma of the role of the parents in the treatment of children 

emerges. The divergencies in technical approaches to the question of parents is discussed and 

it is shown that despite the different approaches utilised, parents (particularly the mother) 

remained a most confounding problem in child treatment. 

The literature on treatment approaches frequently alludes to the universal existence of a 

seemingly unique bond between mother and child, and this the writer considers to be of 

considerable import to the central thrust of this paper. The nature of this mother-infant 

relationship, and its nuances, is explored in chapter three by means of presentation and 

evaluation of the more influential psychoanalytic and object relations theorists, inter alia Freud 

(1920- 1938); Klein (1930 - 1959); Michael Balint (1937, 1968); Alice Balint (1939); Benedek 

(1938 - 1960); Fairbairn (1952) ; Bowlby (1940 -1988) ; Winnicott (1945 - 1962) and Mahler 

(1974, 1975). These theoretical perspectives appear to provide substantiation for the existence 

of a unique emotional bond between mother and infant that develops as the result of the many 

daily interactions which occur between them during the early weeks and months. It is shown that 

disruptions in this early bond are potentially pathogenic, and may impede the child's emotional 
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development. The nature of the child's tie to the father, to siblings and to the family group are 

also briefly alluded to. 

The writer then argues that in addition to the conscious interactions that occur between mother 

and infant, there are also in existence unconscious interactions. Chapter four is specifically 

concerned with these unconscious aspects of the primary mother-infanVchild relationship and 

with the operation of processes such as projection, introjection, identification, projective 

identification and intemalisation within the mother-child relationship - how these affect the 

mother's functioning and facilitate or hinder the emotional development of the infant. It is argued 

that it is important for clinicians to explore not only the nature of the 'conscious' mother-child 

relationship, but that a central consideration should be to evaluate the persistence of unconscious 

interconnections of a primitive nature between mother and child that may be impeding the child's 

optimal functioning. 

The writer hopes, in the course of the in-depth exploration of both the nature of the child's tie to 

the mother, and of the unconscious links between mother and child, to demonstrate the central 

importance which these have in the treatment of disturbed children. It is asserted that parents, 

especially mothers, have remained one of the most confounding factors in child treatment 

precisely because clinicians have failed to accord crucial importance to the primary relationship, 

and have failed to evaluate the residues of primitive ties between mother and child. 

The writer stresses that it is necessary to evaluate the history of the development of the infant. 

This history begins with the weaving of an intersubjective mother-infant context; in some 

instances this context becomes the background support on which a new psychological life takes 

shape. In other circumstances, this intersubjective context becomes a web that entangles the 

child and impedes his development towards becoming a separate psychological being. In such 

instances the writer advocates, as an alternative to traditional individual treatment, simultaneous 

treatment of mother and child. The literature pertaining to simultaneous treatment which is 

reviewed in chapter five demonstrates, by means of the case examples presented, the operation 
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of the conscious and unconscious intersubjective developmental processes within the mother-

child relationship, the vicissitudes of such developmental disturbances, and how these manifest 

in the clinical situation. 

Chapter six constitutes a clinical case illustration of a simultaneous treatment of a mother and 

child from clinical practice, the purpose of which is to illustrate the theoretical aspects addressed 

in this paper. Both the theoretical considerations and clinical material presented suggest that 

greater therapeutic involvement on the part of the mother is required in instances where the child 

has not moved away from an intersubjective entanglement with the mother and towards 

separation-individuation. 

Final concluding comments and clinical implications are presented in chapter seven. Essentially, 

an in-depth understanding of the primary relationship and its unconscious processes is seen to 

be of crucial importance in the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of children. It is concluded 

that in instances in which primitive interconnections within the mother-child relationship persist, 

and impede psychological development of the child, the mother needs to be directly involved in 

the treatment endeavour. Simultaneous treatment of mother and child is shown to be valuable 

irt highlighting points of interaction between the disturbances of mother and child and in faciltating 

an understanding of the unconscious meanings and associations held by the mother in 

connection with her child, as well as the ways in which her unconscious expectations are fulfilled 

by the symptomatic child. 
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CHAPTER TWO : CHILD PSYCHOANALVSIS AND CHILD PSVCHOTHEBAPY IN CONTEXT 

2.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, therapeutic work with disturbed children is located within an historical 

context. The classical psychoanalytic orientation, pioneered by Sigmund Freud (1893, 

1895, 1900, 1901, 1905, 1916) is taken as the point of departure and it is shown that 

many later developments in the treatment of children evolved from these early principles 

and techniques. 

The work of early child psychoanalysts is briefly reviewed, and the development of child 

psychotherapy as a sub-speciality of child psychoanalysis is traced. In the course of the 

review, a central dilemma is seen to emerge: that .of the role of the child's parents in 

treatment. Various ways in which parents have been included in the treatment process, 

as well as the difficulties inherent in different approaches to working with parents, are 

highlighted. 

On the basis of the literature reviewed, it is suggested that the role played by parents in 

the child's treatment is likely to be crucial to the success or failure of the child's 

treatment. 

2.2. Classical Psychoanalysis :The Influence of Sigmund Freud on Child Psychiatry 

Psychoanalysis is, for all intents and purposes, the creation of one person: Sigmund 

Freud (Jones, 1953 - 1957). Freud developed psychoanalysis by working essentially 

alone for several years. By the time he was 'discovered', around 1900, and had acquired 

co-workers, he had evolved a fully-articulated (although not final) vision of the psychic 

development of the human mind (ibid, 311) . 

Freud's early ideas on development were arrived at mainly from his analytic work with 

adult patients: his theories were inferred from their recollections, dreams and 

reconstructions. Freud later turned to the direct observation of children in an attempt to 
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confirm and extend his initial findings. As early as 1908, he undertook the indirect 

individual treatment of five year old Hans, via Hans' father (Freud, 1908). 

This was the first application of the technical principles of adult analysis to a child. Child 

psychoanalysis, as a therapeutic mode of intervention in treating childhood disturbances 

was soon to develop out of these early ideas and formulations. In addition, the many 

inferences and rudimentary ideas on early development, and parent-child relationships, 

which are scattered throughout Freud's writings, provided the impetus for others to 

explore the area and to enlarge upon Freud's ideas. 

2.3. The Emergence of Child Analysis 

Child analysis emerged in the early 1920's as part of the "widening scope of [adult) 

psychoanalysis" (A. Freud, 1966 : 49). Analytic therapy had been confined largely to 

neurotic young adults; from the 1920's onwards, other ages as well as other categories 

of disturbance were included in its field of application. 

Child analysis was represented almost simultaneously by Hug-Hellmuth (1921) and after 

her by A. Freud (1926 -1928) in Vienna, and by Klein (1919, 1932) in Berlin. Other 

significant figures included Berta Bomstein (1935) in Berlin, Steff Bomstein (1935) in 

Prague and Alice Balint (1939) in Budapest (cf A. Freud, 1966: 49). 

Hug-Hellmuth (1921) was one of the first analysts to attempt to work directly with 

children, and who from early on stressed the need for techniques appropriate to children, 

such as the use of the child's play and drawings. Although she outlined differences 

between child and adult analytic work, she did not develop a specific child analytic 

technique; she did not undertake the analysis of children under six, and was of the 

opinion that a proper analysis according to psychoanalytic principles could only be carried 

out after the seventh or eighth year (cf Klein, 1979). In her classic paper of 1921, Hug

Hellmuth alludes to three of the most central dilemmas which have permeated child 
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psychiatry since its inception. Namely: the nature of the analyst's relationship to the 

child patient's parents; the relationship between the child's disturbance and parental 

management of the child; and the implication that it is often a parent, rather than a child, 

who is in need of treatment. She states : "If the parents themselves were analysed, in 

all probability fewer children would be in need of analysis" (p 305). 

By the mid-1920's, Anna Freud had already begun what was to become her life

work : the psychoanalytic study of the developing child (cf A Freud, 1922 - 1935, 1926, 

1929, 1945, for an elaboration of her early ideas). Melanie Klein undertook her first child 

analysis in 1919, and after working with children for five and a half years in Berlin , she 

settled in London in 1926, and continued her work there. Klein's contributions to general 

psychoanalytic theory, and her development of the psychoanalytic play technique, stand 

out as monumental achievements (cf Pick and Segal, 1978; Klein 1921 - 1945; 1932; 

1955a; 1961). 

Differences in theoretical underpinnings and analytic technique between Anna Freud and 

Melanie Klein emerged early on and later evolved into two predominant analytic streams 

in Britain - the Viennese or Freudian, and the English or Kleinian schools - and into a 

life-long controversy between the two women (cf A Freud, 1926, 1929, 1966; Klein, 

1927, 1955a; and Rangell, 1984; for an elaboration of the controversy). 

Throughout the early period of the 1920's and beyond, Anna Freud and Klein continued 

to treat children and to refine their ideas and techniques (cf A Freud, 1965, 1968, 1971; 

Klein, 1952, 1955a, 1961). Bick (1962: 168) observed: " ... progress [during the last 34 

years) has been deeply and variously influenced by the work of Melanie Klein and Anna 

Freud ... the range of children felt suitable for treatment has been extended; play 

technique is now in general use; the importance of interpretations has been widely 

accepted". 
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Child psychoanalysis continued to grow in importance, as was evidenced by the 

increasing number of child analysis publications, which emerged in addition to the work 

of A. Freud and Klein (cf inter alia Bick, 1962; Berta Bomstein, 1935, 1945, 1948; Steff 

Bomstein, 1935; Sterba 1949). 

Out of this period of progressive development in the field of child analysis, fundamental 

practice principles emerged. Four to five analytic hours per week were found to be 

necessary to promote an intense relationship between analyst and patient, and to 

maintain a continuous flow of analytic material. The child patient required substantial ego 

strengths to tolerate the anxiety aroused in uncovering conflictual material. In addition 

to speech, play, drawings and dreams were used as vehicles to facilitate treatment. The 

goal of child analysis was defined as an attempt "to undo the various repressions, 

distortions, displacements, condensations etc., which have been brought about by the 

neurotic defence mechanisms, until, with the active help of the child, the unconscious 

content of the material is laid bare" (A Freud, 1946: 71). Together with these principles, 

there emerged an increasing controversy concerning the analyst's relationship to the 

child's parents, the role of parents in the child's treatment and their part in the child's 

difficulties (Szurek, 1944; 1950; 1952). 

Largely due to the intense emotional demands, time and financial commitments involved, 

classical child analysis became the treatment of choice for only a relatively small number 

of children. It may, however, be viewed as the foundation from which other 

psychoanalytic approaches emerged and out of which child psychotherapy - which is 

briefly outlined below - developed. 

2.4. The Development of Child Psychotherapy 

From the 1920's to the mid-1940's, child psychoanalysis predominated in Britain, in 

major psychoanalytic centres in central Europe (such as Austria and Hungary) and in the 

United States, and was the exclusive domain of a relatively small group of child analysts. 
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After 1945, various forms of psychotherapy began to emerge : many approaches evolved 

as a modification of child analysis; most were time limited, focused play therapies; some 

involved direct environmental manipulation (Marks - Mishne, 1983; Sours in Glenn, 

1978). Only psychoanalytically-oriented child psychotherapy will be briefly outlined 

below. The reader is referred to Adams (1974) and Haworth (1964), for fuller 

expositions of different child psychotherapy approaches. 

Child psychoanalytic psychotherapy is derived from classical child psychoanalysis, but 

differs in terms of frequency (two to three sessions per week); in having more limited 

objectives viz. symptom resolution, behaviour modification, and some degree of 

personality change; as well as technical differences in that more focal exploration and 

interpretation with a greater emphasis on understanding current interactions and current 

inner conflicts is advocated. Interpretation is directed to themes reflected by the child's 

play activity; defences are interpreted; the child uses the therapist as an auxiliary ego, 

helping to modulate emotional responses (Marks-Mishne, 1983 : 175- 180). 

The objectives of child psychotherapy are based on comprehensive and accurate 

assessment and diagnostic procedures, which reveal the complexity, structure and 

genetic roots of the child's disturbance, as well as ego-strengths and levels of 

development (A. Freud, 1965, 1981 ; Marks-Mishne, 1983; Sours in Glenn, 1978). 

Insight-oriented psychotherapy (such as psychoanalytically-oriented psychotherapy), 

requires specific ego-strengths in a child similar to those required for more intensive 

analytic work. 

Hence, child psychotherapy appears to be largely the result of an amalgam of 

psychoanalytic principles, and the influence of early leaders in Britain, several European 

centres (particularly Austria and Hungary) and in the United States, who concerned 

themselves with direct work with children (cf Allen, 1942; Axline, 1947; Taft, 1933; and 

Moustakis, 1959; amongst others). With greater utilisation of psychotherapy in treating 
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childhood disturbances, it became increasingly apparent that the parents of child patients 

had to be taken into account as part of the treatment process, and they were 

subsequently accorded greater attention. 

2.5. The Bole and Importance of Parents in the Treatment of Disturbed Children 

While child psychoanalysis and child psychotherapy were evolving in Britain, Central 

Europe and the United States, a number of Child Guidance Clinics were established 

during the 1920's and 1930's in major centres in these countries. A team approach to 

assessment, diagnosis and treatment of the child's problems was employed. Initially, 

treatment consisted largely of recommendations to parents, advising on the management 

of particular symptoms or specific behaviours. Where the child was seen in individual 

therapy, contact between parents and the child's therapist was initially not encouraged 

(Szurek, 1944 : 119). 

Gradually, as clinicians began to realise the importance of the parents in the child's 

difficulties, a new pattern of treatment emerged : weekly therapy sessions with the child, 

as well as regular case work with one or other parent. This constituted the standard 

approach until the 1950's, when an interest in the family as a group began to emerge (cf 

Bentovim, 1979). However, technical problems became obvious early on in the history 

of child treatment, and compelled clinicians to draw parents into the therapeutic 

endeavour as systematic reporters, as supervised therapists, as therapists and as 

simultaneous patients. A brief historical review of some of the main approaches which 

were utilised is presented below. 

2.5.1. Inclusion of Parents in Child Treatment : Literature Review 

The presence of parents in the treatment of children was often regarded as a necessary 

evil by clinicians. On the one hand, their co-operation was considered necessary, as 

their assistance was required in setting up and maintaining the practical arrangements 

of the treatment, and because they were regarded as useful informants by the clinicians. 
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On the other hand, clinicians repeatedly encountered the disruptive effects which parents 

created through their antagonism, ambivalence and unwillingness to co-operate, and 

hence regarded their inclusion in the treatment process with some trepidation (Glenn et 

al, in Glenn, 1978 : 392 ff). 

As early as 1932, Burlingham drew attention to the difficulties posed by parents during 

child treatment: "The child's dependence upon his parents forces the analyst to keep 

parents in a favourable attitude towards the analysis .. [otherwise) .. . analysis may be 

prematurely interrupted or terminated .. . " (p 69). Burlingham draws attention to the 

various feelings which the mother, in particular, usually has on having to bring her child 

for treatment and that because of this gaining her co-operation is often difficult. In 

advocating contact between the child's analyst and parent, Burlingham is not unaware 

of the possible pitfalls of what she terms the "double transference situation" (p 92) ie. 

transferences of both parent and child onto the analyst, which may create difficulties in 

the treatment. Despite this limitation she regards gaining the mother's co-operation as 

essential if the child's treatment is to succeed. 

Jacobs (1949) espouses an 'educational approach' - the general education of parents 

as a prophylactic measure. The therapist aims to provide the mother with greater 

knowledge of the child's developmental phases, and more appropriate or effective ways 

in which to manage the difficulties involved in each developmental phase. It was 

expected that the child would then respond to the more understanding approach adopted 

by the mother as a result of her attending the educational sessions. 

Schwartz (1950) draws attention to the need for co-operation between analyst and the 

child's parents, and focuses specifically on the problem of the attitude of mothers of very 

young children towards the analyst. In agreement with Jacobs (1949) Schwartz suggests 

that the intimate relationship between the mother and a pre-latency child makes 'advisory 

work' with mothers successful, and preferable, to individual treatment of the child -
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"which interferes so radically with the bond between mother and child" (Schwartz, 1950 

: 344). In instances where advisory work does not suffice, Schwartz advocates that the 

mother attends treatment sessions with her child. In this indirect way, she gains 'analytic 

knowledge' to assist her in handling her child, via observing the analyst. 

Bannard (1950 : 391) discusses an approach in which the mother was used as a 

"therapeutic intermediary" between the therapist and the child. The child's problematic 

behaviour was related by the mother to the therapist, who interpreted it to her. Mother, 

in turn, re-interpreted the behaviour to her child, who then reacted and behaved more 

appropriately, following the interpretations. 

From the literature reviewed thus far, it becomes apparent that between the 1930's and 

1950, various treatment approaches were advocated, in which inclusion of the parent -

usually the mother - in the child's treatment became increasingly common. The general 

rationale appeared to be one of attempting to assist the child via the parent. What was 

highlighted by the various modalities was that the relationship of the mother to the analyst 

or therapist remained a most difficult and crucial problem. Where the mother could not 

be positively engaged, the child's treatment and progress generally floundered. 

In addition, it became increasingly apparent that frequently mothers themselves (and 

sometimes fathers) required treatment, as their own difficulties were found to affect the 

child's development, appeared to play a role in the child's difficulties, and to affect 

treatment progress. As this became more apparent, there was a move towards 

separating the mother out of the child's treatment, to be 'advised' by someone not 

personally concerned with the child's analysis. This, to some degree, also appeared to 

ameliorate the difficulties created by the 'double transference' and provided the opening 

for the mother to address her own issues. 
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In discussing treatment of the mother, Burlingham (1951) raises the important question 

of the different 'levels' to which treatment should be directed, viz conscious, pre

conscious or unconscious levels. In 'advisory' and 'educational' approaches, only 

conscious and pre-conscious material is addressed. Hence, where the conflicts are of 

a deeper nature, such approaches will be largely ineffective. In contrast, when 

unconscious conflicts are raised to consciousness and worked through, the mother is 

'freed' and enabled to deal differently with her child - on the basis of a beneficial change 

in her own personality. 

Furman (1957: 252) presents a variation of Jacobs' (1949) 'educational approach', and 

Schwartz's (1950) 'advisory approach', which she terms 'mother guidance'. She 

demonstrates the efficacy of such an approach when utilised at a therapeutic nursery 

school, where therapist, mother and teaching staff all work together, to develop the most 

appropriate ways to manage the child. The expectation inherent in such an approach is 

that a mother of relative emotional health can use advice effectively. It presupposes that 

a close bond exists between the mother and a young child, which enables her to 

recognise the child's feelings, thoughts and defences, and with insights gained from the 

therapist, can help her child. The approach highlights the need for accurate assessment 

of both the child and the significant parent, and Furman (ibid; pp 254 - 261) stresses that 

case selection is of the utmost importance. Of particular note is her observation that it 

is often only possible to assess a mother's capacity for treatment after a period of 

working with her, and hence a fairly lengthy assessment period may be required, prior 

to treatment proper. 

In later publications, Alpert (1967); Furman (1966, 1969); and Mody and Buchholz (1988) 

elaborate upon and address the indications and contraindications for therapeutic 

intervention via the mother. Also highlighted are the complexities of childhood 

disturbances; the inter-relationship between mother and child, and the need for detailed 

and accurate assessment procedures. 
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Chethik (1976: 454 ff) advocates what he terms a 'middle-range intervention technique'-

treatment of the parent-child relationship, which focuses on the interlocking struggle 

between the parent and child. Parents learn, through insight in therapy, that their 

inappropriate affective responses to their children are not reality based, but come from 

their own earlier childhood contexts. By recreating and reliving them within an historical 

context, it becomes possible to remove the child as the source of pathology. 

Brinich (1984) suggests joint treatment of parent and child. Joint sessions in which 

mother and child are seen together were found to unveil the 'transference relationships' 

that were already alive and operative in the mother-child relationship, and precipitated 

a re-enactment of the unresolved parental past, in the present, with their children. (cf 

also Fraiberg et al, 1975, 1980). 

This concludes the brief overview of the literature on the inclusion and role of parents in 

the treatment of disturbed children. Despite the different approaches utilised, the 

inevitable presence and involvement of the parents (particularly the mother) nevertheless 

remained one of the confounding factors in child treatment as a result of their lack of co

operation and support for the treatment. In the 1950's an interest in the treatment of the 

family as a group began to emerge, and clinicians began to examine the role of family 

factors in the genesis of various psychiatric disorders of childhood. 

2.5.2. Inclusion of the Family in Child Treatment 

The work of Ackerman (1958) based on psychoanalytic concepts, provided the first 

systematic description of psychotherapy of the family as a group. Other approaches to 

family therapy evolved over the next decade, some remaining in the analytic tradition, 

and others offering new theorectical models (cf Haley, 1971; Minuchin, 1974). However, 

professionals working with children were slow to shift to these new treatment methods, 

and in many instances were vehemently opposed to consideration of family treatment 

(which involved both parents and/or siblings) in place of, or as an adjunct to, individual 
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treatment. For a further exposition on the development of family therapy and 

controversial views with respect to individual and family treatment, the reader is referred 

to Fouche (1985), Malone (1974, 1979), McDermott (1979), McDermott and Char (1974) 

and Strean (1967). 

During the 1970's there was a move towards greater acceptance of the family as a 

legitimate focus of treatment when the child was the referred patient. This was in part 

due to the development of theoretical models about family life and psychopathology, 

which in turn led to the development of specific methods of intervention (cf also Barker, 

1981; Bloch, 1978, Will and Wrate, 1985). In general, the family approach was used 

when t~e referred child patient presented with problems which were so clearly bound up 

with faulty family functioning that individual treatment was no longer considered 

appropriate. In many instances however, parents sabotaged the treatment process, or 

treatment failed to 'cure' the identified patient. Essentially, treatment of the family system 

- either prior to, simultaneous with or following the child's treatment - was a procedure 

considered somewhat reprehensible to orthodox child therapists; most remained, by 

persuasion and training, oriented to individual approaches. 

2.6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, therapeutic work with disturbed children was located within an historical 

context An overview of the evolvement of child psychoanalysis and child psychotherapy 

out of the classical Freudian psychoanalytic tradition revealed the need to examine the 

development of various therapeutic approaches in which the inclusion of and role of 

parents in the treatment of the child, were addressed. The literature reviewed argued 

that for the child's treatment to be successful, some form of contact between therapist . 
and parents needs to be maintained throughout the course of treatment. In many 

instances, parent-therapist contact of a general nature proved to be inadequate: one or 

both parents needed to be directly invovled in the treatment process. Where a parent 
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was found to have his or her own unresolved intrapsychic difficulties, individual treatment 

of the parent was indicated. 

Much of the literature reviewed referred to the existence of a unique relationship between 

the young child and the mother - an interaction which is so intense it appears to be 

characterised by an unusual mutual closeness. It is this specific bond which seems to 

be implicated in both the normal and the disturbed developmental progression of the 

child, and which may account for the necessity to include the mother in the child's 

treatment, or to be in treatment herself. This observation suggests that not only is a 

comprehensive initial family assessment essential, but that a further assessment focusing 

specifically on the interrelationship between the disturbed child and the more 

emotionally significant parent - which is usually the mother - is required. Hence, the 

child's need for treatment, the potential of the more significant parent as an instrument 

in the treatment of the child, and this parent's possible need for individual treatment, all 

need to be established. It is the writer's opinion that such a process facilitates 

recognition and localisation of the child's problem, and ensures a greater possibility of 

therapeutic interventions being applied as close to the developmental level affected as 

possible. 

On the basis of the observations revealed in the literature reviewed thus far, the area of 

primary relationships, that is, of the first relationship formed by the infant with another 

person in infancy, was shown to be of crucial importance and is therefore explored in 

greater depth in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE : PRIMARY RELATIONSHIPS : THE NATURE OF THE CHILD'S TIE TO 

THE MOTHER 

3.1. Introduction 

The literature reviewed in the previous chapter revealed the existence of a seemingly 

unique bond between parent, usually the mother, and child. On the basis of the literature 

reviewed, the writer tentatively asserted that this very early unique mother-child bond -

its formation, development, and resolution - is of crucial importance in the understanding, 

assessment, diagnosis and treatment of disturbed children. 

In an attempt to substantiate the above assertion, this chapter explores a number of 

different theoretical views on primary relationships. In keeping within the scope of this 

paper, only the work of the more influential psychoanalytic and object-relations theorists 

is presented, encompassing the ideas of Freud (1920 - 1938); Klein (1930 - 1959); 

Michael Balint (1937, 1968); Alice Balint (1939) ; Benedek (1938 - 1970); Fairbairn 

(1952); Bowlby (1940- 1988); Winnicott (1945- 1962) and Mahler (1974- 1979). The 

ideas of these writers are not considered exhaustive. However, they do appear to 

provide powerful theoretical argument for the assertion that the primary mother-child 

relationship is of special importance, and crucial to the emotional development of the 

child. 

The various views presented also appear to provide substantiation for the writer's 

suggestion that an in depth exploration of the primary mother-child relationship should 

be a key aspect of the assessment, diagnosis and intervention processes when treating 

childhood disturbances. 

Considerations concerning the nature of the child's tie to the father, to siblings and to the 

family group are briefly introduced and targeted as areas for further exploration and 

debate. 
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3.2. Parent and Child : An Overview of Primary Relationships 

The importance of the mother in the psychological development of the child has been a 

fundamental tenet of classical psychoanalysis, and has been further developed by ego 

psychologists (such as Anna Freud, 1965; Hartman, 1964; Spitz, 1965); the Kleinian and 

Winnicottian 'schools' or object-relations theorists, and Mahler et al (1975). An 

exploration of some of the most pertinent contributions concerning primary relationships 

is presented below, beginning with Freud. 

3.2.1. The Ideas of Sigmund Freud 

Perusal of Freud writings reveals that it was only during the last phase of his work 

(around 1923-1933) that he began to appreciate the existence of a close tie between 

mother and child. Up to the 1920's, Freud held the view that there is but a brief period 

during which the infant finds satisfaction by attaching itself to the mother's breast. It then 

detaches itself, becomes independent, and at the same time, auto-erotic (cf also 

Greenberg and Mitchell, 1983 : 67- 78). Although there are allusions at various points 

in Freud's early writings (1920, 1926) which suggest that the infant is not exclusively 

auto-erotic, and that the mother is important in the infant's early experiences, Freud 

generally seems to imply that the infant's needs of the mother are predominantly 

physiological, not psychological or socially-oriented. 

By 1931 however, Freud appears to recognise a phase in which the mother is 

psychologically important to the infant and attributes it some significance. He states:-

"Everything in the sphere of this first [pre-Oedipal) attachment 
to the mother seemed to me so difficult to grasp ... so grey with 
age and shadowy and almost impossible to revivify .. . two facts 
have struck me as new: that a woman's strong dependence on 
her father merely takes over the heritage of an equally strong 
attachment to her mother and that this earlier phase has lasted 
for an unexpectedly long period of time ... " (p 373). 

Having acknowledged the existence of this early tie between child and mother, Freud 

does not then attempt to provide an account of how this relationship develops. In what 

seems to be a final synthesis of his ideas on the subject, he wrote the following:-
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There is no doubt that to begin with, the child does not 
distinguish between the breast and its own body .. . This first 
object is later completed into the person of the child's mother, 
who not only nourishes it, but also looks after it .. . By her care 
of the child's body, she [also) becomes its first seducer. In 
these two relations lie the root of a mother's importance, 
unique, without parallel, established unilaterally for a whole 
lifetime as the first and strongest love object, and as the 
prototype of a// later love relations ... "(1938 : 423; emphasis 
added). 

Hence, it appears that towards the end of his life, Freud was imbued with an appreciation 

of the central importance of the mother - child tie. He did not, however, leave a fully 

articulated vision of primary object relations, and it was left to his followers to build upon 

the framework which he had sketched. Klein's ideas, in many ways an extension of 

Freud's, provide innovative, broadened insights into the earliest experiences of the infant. 

3.2.2. Melanie Klein 

Klein's early thoughts on primary relationships appear in 1930, in a paper in which she 

asserts that symbolism comes to be the foundation of all phantasy and sublimation and 

is the basis of the child's relation to the external world: "The child's earliest reality is 

wholly phantastic" (p 221). She has little to say, at this stage, about an actual, real 

relationship between the child and the mother. A further detailed account of development 

appeared in 1932; her final exposition of early development is found in two papers, 

written in 1952 (cf Klein, 1952a and 1952b). 

According to Klein (1952a : 61 - 93) the infant's experiences immediately following birth 

are those of pain and discomfort and loss of the intra-uterine environment. The infant's 

primary relationship during the first three to four months (the paranoid-schizoid position) 

is seen by Klein to be primarily with the mother's breast, ie. with a part-object. The 

relation to her as a person is only gradually built up, particularly from four to six months 

during the depressive position, when many changes in the infant's cognitive and 

emotional development occur. Klein (1952a : 72) notes:- "All these developments are 

reflected in the infant's relation to his mother .. . The relation to the mother as a person, 
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which has been gradually developing while the breast still figured as the main object, 

becomes more fully established, and the identification of her gains in strength". However, 

although Klein does appear to recognise the existence of an especially close bond 

between the young child and the mother, the child's attachment to the mother as a whole 

person is never fully articulated by her. Her ideas on this early period were largely 

dominated by the themes of food, orality, and the mother's breast {cf also Bowlby, 1958 

: 350 - 373, and Winnicott, 1962 : 177 in substantiation of this contention). 

Klein appears to have assumed all the basic elements in her theory to be 'in place' at 

birth, leaving little need to assign much importance to the actual experiences of the infant 

in interrelationship with the mother and the environment. In Klein's schema, real 

experiences and real people simply modify innate processes rather than determine or 

generate them. Although Klein's later papers {for example 1959) do appear to reflect a 

shift from the constitutional/internal to the environmental/external, and greater influence 

is attributed to the role of the actual parents in shaping development, she remained to 

the end more interested in the workings of the child's internal world {cf also Burch, 1988; 

Greenberg and Mitchell, 1983; Pick in Glenn, 1978). 

Despite these limitations however, Klein's ideas on early development provided for others 

an entree into the complexities of the hitherto relatively unexplored area of the infant's 

experiences in the first few months of life, and their significance in the development of 

primary relationships. Perhaps somewhat more explicit than Klein about the actual 

emotional bond between mother and child are members of the Hungarian or Budapest 

School. 

3.2.3. The Hungarian School : Alice and Michael Balint, and Therese Benedek 

Adherents to the Hungarian School postulate an early, intense, intimate relationship 

between mother and child which is, initially, a continuation of the state of 'oneness' which 

exists between mother and child during pregnancy. Instinctual interdependence between 
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mother and child is seen to be the biological basis of an unavoidable and necessary 

phase of primary or primitive object-Jove which occurs very early in life and to which all 

later object-relations can be traced (M. Balint, 1937 : 74 - 90). 

A Balint (1939 : 95) sees pregnancy , giving birth, suckling and fondling as instinctual 

urges to a woman - "maternal Jove" - which she satisfies with the help of her baby. In 

turn, the infant's "archaic egoistic way of living" is originally directed exclusively to the 

mother. Just as the child does not recognise the separate identity of the mother, so the 

mother looks upon her child as part of herself: "The relationship between mother and 

child is built upon the interdependence of the reciprocal instinctual aims .. . Maternal Jove 

is the almost perfect counterpart to the [child's] Jove for the mother'' (p 101). From this 

early, archaic, mutually egoistic mother-child relationship, this primary phase Jacking any 

sense of reality, the child is faced with the task of adapting to reality. 

Michael Balint (1968 : 64 - 72) in an elaboration of his and Alice Balint's early ideas, 

postulates a theory of "primary Jove". He suggests that the foetus' dependence on its 

environment (mother) is extreme. The foetal environment is undifferentiated, 

unstructured: the environment-mother and foetus penetrate into each other - foetus, 

amniotic fluid and placenta exist together in a "harmonious, interpenetrating mix-up" (p 

66) . By implication, therefore, the infant is born in a state of intense relatedness to its 

environment-mother. However, birth is a trauma that upsets the equilibrium by changing 

the environment radically and by enforcing a new form of adaption. Objects begin to 

emerge out of the harmonious mix-up, and out of this is formed the primary relationship 

between infant and mother. This primary Jove relationship represents the first and most 

basic form of object relations and underlies all others. 

In a series of papers Benedek (1938, 1949, 1956, 1959, 1960, 1970a, 1970b) presents 

her ideas on the primary unit of mother and child and the existence of what she terms 

'emotional symbiosis' between mother and child. Benedek (1949; 642 - 654) suggests 
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that it is the biological unpreparedness of the infant to maintain his life separately that is 

the source of the infant's prolonged absolute dependence on the mother and which 

facilitates the mother-infant symbiosis. This symbiosis exists throughout pregnancy, and 

although interrupted at birth, remains a functioning force directing and motivating the 

emotional and physiological interaction between mother and child throughout early 

development. 

"The physiologic and mental apparatus of the infant represents 
a system which communicates broadly and fluently with the 
system of the mother, - with all aspects of the mother's 
personality... Through the process of identification with the 
mother, the infant develops from the undifferentiated state of the 
newborn to an individual with structuralised mental apparatus 
which is in control of psychic and somatic processes" (Benedek, 
1949: 653). 

Clearly, the Hungarian School recognises the existence of an intense early bond between 

mother and child. In contrast to Freud and Klein, this bond is accorded interrelational 

and reciprocal qualities by the Balints' and Benedek. That is, both mother and child 

together are seen to contribute to its development by interacting with one another. This 

'interrelational view' is further espoused by Fairbairn. 

3.2.4. W.B.D. Fairbairn 

In a vein similar to that of the Hungarian School, Fairbairn (1952) depicts the infant's 

psychological state in the earliest weeks and months of life as a perpetuation of that 

which exists prior to birth. That is, a state of primary identification, "of total merger with 

the mother, which precludes his entertaining any thought of differentiation from the 

maternal body which constitutes his whole environment and the whole world of his 

experience" (p 34). 

The inclination to merge with the mother derives from the infant's total helplessness and 

dependency. His survival is contingent upon the mother's presence and care, and he 

experiences himself either at one with her, or striving to be at one with her. This implies 

that the infant is intensely involved with others from the earliest days of existence. The 
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crucial feature of these infantile relations with objects is the lack of differentiation from 

them. Ego structuralisation is gradually established during this early relationship with the 

mother and underlies all further emotional development. 

Where the natural, maturational sequence of emotional development is disturbed, internal 

fragmentation may result and the child then has difficulty moving on to the 'transitional 

phase' (p 34) which entails a renunciation of compulsive attachments to objects in favour 

of differentiation. The achievement of a state of 'mature dependence', in which the self 

can be experienced as fully differentiated an.d separate from other, signifies (for Fairbairn) 

the core of healthy development and is based on the healthy resolution of the primary 

relationship. 

3.2.5. John Bowlby 

Bowlby's work (1940, 1958, 1969, 1973, 1988) is almost exclusively concerned with the 

behaviours and experiences constituting the child's attachment to the mother. 

Essentially, Bowlby's theory of primary attachment implies that the child's psychological 

attachment and detachment are to be regarded in their own right, apart altogether from 

the extent to which the child appears at any one moment to be dependent on the mother 

for meeting his physiological needs. The mother is emotionally important from the 

beginning. Environmental factors (including the mother's care) as well as 

hereditary/constitutional factors, together are seen to contribute to emotional 

development. 

Attachment behaviour is seen to be comprised of instinctual responses (sucking, clinging, 

following, crying and smiling) which mature during the first few months of life. Together, 

they function to bind the child to the mother, and contribute to the reciprocal binding of 

the mother to the child. In the course of development, these responses become 

integrated and focused on a single mother figure, to form the basis of attachment 

behaviour maintaining the child in proximity to mother (Bowlby, 1958, 1969). Bowlby's 
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thesis of the child's early relationship to the mother is interactional as well as instinctual. 

That is, the reciprocal pattern which develops between mother and child can be 

understood as the result of the contributions of each: each influences the behaviour of 

the other. 

Bowlby's theory of primary attachment suggests that the tendency to make intimate 

emotional bonds to particular individuals is a basic component of human nature, already 

present in germinal form in the neonate. Initially communication between infant and 

mother is through emotional expression. Although later supplemented by speech, 

emotionally-mediated communication remains a principal feature of intimate relationships 

throughout life. The capacity to make intimate emotional bonds, based on the infant's 

primary attachment to a mother-figure, is a principal feature of effective functioning and 

mental health. 

Uke Bowlby, Winnicott considers the primary mother-child relationship to be crucially 

important for emotional development. 

3.2.6. D.W. Winnicott 

Winnicott (1945 : 145 - 156) postulates an initial state of 'primary unintegration' in the 

infant: a psychic state which is normal at the stage of primitive emotional development 

of the early months. Several developmental processes need to be negotiated by the 

infant during the early months; negotiation is, according to Winnicott, facilitated by both 

the 'technique' of infant care by the mother, as well as instinctual experiences. 

During the early weeks and months, the mother is helped to co-exist with the infant's 

state of 'primary unintegration', 'primitive ruthlessness' and total dependency on her by 

being in a state "primary maternal pre-occupation" (Winnicott, 1956 : 300 - 305). This 

'condition' develops gradually throughout pregnancy, to a state of heightened sensitivity, 

especially towards the end of pregnancy, and lasts for a few weeks after the birth of the 
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child. Being sensitised in this way, the mother can feel herself into the infant~s place, and 

so meet the infant's needs, and become an 'ordinary devoted mother' (Winnicott, 1949). 

Gradually, the ego-supportive environment (mother) is introjected, and built into the 

child's personality, and there comes about the 'capacity to be alone' (Winnicott, 1958). 

Hence, in Winnicottian terms, the infant and maternal care together form an inseparable 

unit: at the earliest stages, infant and maternal care belong to each other, and cannot be 

disentangled. One half of Winnicott's theory of the parent-infant relationship concerns 

the infant : the theory of the infant's journey from absolute dependence, through relative 

dependence, to independence. The other half concerns maternal care: the qualities and 

changes in the mother, moving from primary maternal pre-occupation through to the 

ordinary devoted mother, who provides goad-enough mothering: " ... the inherited 

potential of the infant cannot become an infant unless linked to [satisfactory) 

maternal care" (Winnicott, 1960 : 43; emphasis in the original). 

Although couched in different terminology, the ideas of Mahler largely dovetail with those 

of Winnicott. 

3.2.7. Margaret Mahler 

The separation-individuation theory of development posited by Mahler (197 4, 1975, 

1976, 1979a and 1979b) details a complex, intra-psychic developmental sequence, 

beginning with physical birth and continuing towards psychological birth - an ongoing 

process. The sequence involves separation - the child's movement away from psychic 

fusion with the mother, and individuation - the steps that lead to the development of the 

child's personal and unique character. 

According to Mahler (1976 : 7 ff) immediately following birth (0 - 2 months) the infant 

exists in a state of normal autism - "a twilight state .. . of primitive, hallucinatory 

disorientation". It is an objectless period of absolute primary narcissism, marked by the 
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infant's unawareness of the mothering person and which is centred around attempts to 

achieve physical homeostasis. At about 3 - 4 weeks, through the mother's ministrations, 

the infant is gradually brought into sensory awareness and contact with the environment 

and then moves into a phase of symbiosis with the mother. During the symbiotic phase, 

infant and mother form a dual unity. Symbiosis is a state of "undifferentia,ed psychic 

fusion between mother and child" (ibid., 9) and is the basis from which all other 

relationships are formed. In this normal symbiotic phase, the infant believes and 

functions as though he and mother are one omnipotent system, a dual unity within one 

common boundary. The infant is absolutely dependent on the symbiotic partner (mother). 

The separation-individuation process proper (which the infant enters at about 4 - 5 

months, following the symbiotic phase) is divided into four subphases: differentiation, 

practising, rapprochement, and an open-ended subphase. In the course of negotiating 

these subphases, the child acquires the beginnings of the ability to retain an internal 

representation of significant persons and the beginning of a sense of self as separate 

from others. Favourable negotiation of the separation-individuation sequence leads to 

psychological birth. Space precludes further exposition of the separation-individuation 

process proper, and the reader is referred to Mahler's writings (1963, 1974, 1975, 1976, 

1979a and 1979b), and Edward et al (1981), for a detailed elaboration and synthesis of 

this. 

Mahler stresses throughout that both constitutional endowment and the intactness of the 

infant's innate ego apparatus are extremely influential in determining the developmental 

outcome of the sequence. In addition, she lays particular emphasis on the mother's 

reactions during all the separation-individuation phases, and her theory provides detailed 

insights into the primary mother-child relationship. 

Mahler's views conclude the literature review on primary relationships. The ideas 

presented appear to provide substantial argument, based partly on observational and 
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clinical evidence, for the existence of a unique, intense and intimate emotional bond 

between mother and child during the first weeks and months of life. The writer is, 

however, aware that the theories presented are predominantly from a psychoanalytic and 

object-relations orientation, and can therefore by no means be considered exhaustive. 

For alternative expositions, the reader is referred to, inter alia: Ainsworth (1963, 1967, 

1969); Anthony (1980a, 1980b); Burlingham and Freud (1942, 1944); Coleman et al 

(1953); Erikson (1950); Guntrip (1961); Hartman (1964); Kemberg (1976, 1980); Kohut 

(1971, 1977); Robertson (1965); Schaffer (1977); Spitz (1946, 1965 1970); Stem (1977, 

1985); Sutherland (1980) and Wickes (1927). 

Three further areas require introductory consideration: the nature of the child's tie to the 

father, to siblings and the family group. 

3.3. The Nature of the Child's Tie to the Father 

In the foregoing presentation of ideas on primary relationships, discussion centred on the 

bond between mother and child, with little mention of the existence of such a bond 

between father and child. The literature cited points to the possibility that it is the 

biological processes of pregnancy which create the specific mother-child unity, in which 

the bodily substances of one flow into the other, whilst a simultaneous and similar 

process occurs on a psychological level. No comparable link seems to connect father 

and child: the importance of the father in his relationship to a child appears to be further 

removed from instinctual roots than those of the mother. 

The writer holds the view that it is largely because no biological link connects father and 

child in utero, and in early infancy, that there is so little evidence to be found for a 

comparable psychological link. For further debate of this important consideration the 

reader is referred to Benedek in Anthony and Benedek (1970c, 1970d); Burlingham 

(1973); Carlson (1984); Jessner et at (1970); Kolansky and Moore (1966); Kris and Ritvo 

(1983); Neubauer (1985); Panel (1978) and Walt (1986). 
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A similar debate exists concerning the question of the nature of the child's tie to parent 

substitutes - for example adoptive and foster parents. This area is however, considered 

to be beyond the scope of this paper and will therefore not be addressed. 

3.4. The Nature of the Child's Tie to Siblings 

More recent clinical findings (cf Colonna and Newman 1983; Neubauer, 1983, 1985; 

Provence and Solnit, 1983) have pointed to the need to explore the nature of the child's 

tie to siblings. Neubauer (1985) questions the assumption that the child's synchronicity 

with the primary object (ie mother) alone leads to object- self differentiation as a linear 

consequence solely because of their mutual interaction. He argues (p 164) that the 

child's rivalry with his siblings for the mother's affection constitutes a pre-oedipal 

triangularity (as is the case of the oedipal triadic interaction of mother-father-child); that 

the sibling (as a new object) allows for new islands of identification and for significant 

new interactions that give these experiences a singular significance. 

Neubauer suggests (p 168) that intense rivalry in the second year of life is already a 

reflection of the pre-oedipal triangularity between the child, his sibling and their 

relationship to their mother and/or father. He further asserts that the relationship to the 

sibling is more than a repetition of the primary relationship to the mother - that children 

also form their own different relationships 'to each other. Hence, Neubauer raises the 

question of multiple primary objects in early life (as opposed to acceptance of the 

mother as primary object) and suggests the need to consider the impact which multiple 

relationships may have on the child's development. 

Neubauer's question of the impact of multiple relationships on the child's development 

raises, in turn, the need to consider the role of the family group in the child's 

development and treatment. 
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3.5. The Nature of the Child's tie to the Family 

A striking feature which emerges from an examination of the psychoanalytic literature is 

that it seldom deals with the family as an actual environment for the developing child and 

makes little mention of any impact that daily living within a family might have on the 

course and process of a child's treatment (cf also Anthony, 1980a). The focus is 

predominantly on the relationship of the parent (in almost all cases the mother) to the 

child. While the parent-child relationship was gradually admitted into individual child 

treatment, the family was still regarded as being part of the 'environment' and was 

therefore generally ignored (cf chapter two of this paper) . 

Although there appears to be little doubt that the child's parents may either help or 

handicap treatment and there is much clinical evidence to suggest that maternal 

disturbance does create a problem in child treatment (cf also chapters four, five and six 

of this paper) the relationship between parent and child psychopatholgy is not a simple 

matter of 'contagion' or 'reaction'. Similarly it is evident that the impact of the 

environment and of the process of the child in assimilating aspects of a disturbing 

environment into the internal psyche are far from understood and require further enquiry 

(cf Anthony, 1980b; A Freud, 1965 and Winnicott, 1964). 

From within a psychoanalytic orientation, Anthony (1980a) posits that parts of the familial 

milieu are gradually internalised into the conflictual spheres of the psyche, while other 

portions gain varying degrees of object-representation. Further aspects of the family are 

incorporated into the unconscious life of the child as he gradually comes to understand 

the complex elements that hold it together as a group, and his own place within the 

system of relationships. Hence from within this perspective it may be assumed that the 

conscious and unconscious thoughts and phantasies of family members would 

continuously impinge on the treatment of the child. Anthony (1980a) therefore argues for 

consideration of treatment of the family as an intergral and crucial part of the child's 

treatment: "There is no mysterious leap from parent to family in child analysis: the family 
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simply represents the next horizon .. . One has developed the habit of negotiating with 

the parents, but one could as well deal with the family and at least help to dissipate some 

of its paralysing secrets" (p 16). 

The above considerations clearly point to the need to appreciate family dynamics as part 

of the treatment of the child and the writer highlights the area as an important one for 

further exploration. Although the major focus of this paper is specifically on mother-child 

interactions, the writer does not wish to impart the impression that the mother-child unit 

is an entity isolated from the actual environment, or that maternal pathology is a simple 

backdrop against which the child's pathology runs it course. It appears more accurate 

to posit that the child's pathology interacts constantly with the parental pathology to 

constitute a total family pathology. 

The nature of the child's tie to the father, to siblings and to the family group are three 

important areas which have been granted only cursory attention here. However, the 

theoretical and clinical controversies implicated in these areas are considered by the 

writer to be beyond the boundaries of the present paper and therefore will not be further 

addressed in the course of the argument presented. 

3.6. Conclusions 

The psychoanalytic and object-relations perspectives presented in the foregoing 

discussion appeared to provide substantial argument for the existance of a unique 

emotional bond between mother and child during the first weeks and months of life. Th 

writer now wishes to suggest that, in addition to the actual conscious interactions th11 

take place between mother and child, there are in fact many unconscious processe~ 
I \ 

operating within the primary relationship - that primitive unconscious interconnections 

between mother and child exist and may persist and impede the child's psychological \ 

development. These unconscious links appear to account for both the the 'normal' \ 

intense early mother-child bond, which (under favourable circumstances) wanes as the 
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child progresses through the separation-individuation process, as well as for pathological 

relationships between mother and child. Where unconscious interconnections of a 

primitive nature persist between mother and child, where the primary relationship is not 

satisfactorily negotiated, the potential for childhood disturbances is laid. 

The writer contends that failure to take into account the complexities of the nature of the 

primary _relationship and the extent to which it was negotiated by both mother and child, 

appear to provide possible explanations for the many difficulties experienced by early 

child psychoanalysts and therapists in their attempts to work with disturbed children, as 

well as to some extent account for the problems encountered in involving parents in child 

treatment (cf chapter two). It is for this reason that the writer asserts that an 

understanding of the formation, development and resolution of the primary relationship, 

including its conscious and unconscious nuances and vissicitudes, is of crLcial 

importance in the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of disturbed children. 

The nature of these unconscious processes, and the extent of the persistence of primitive 

unconscious interconnections between mother and child and how they may impede 

psychological development, form the focus of discussion in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR : THE UNCONSCIOUS LINKS BETWEEN MOTHER AND CHILD AND THE 

'SPACE BETWEEN': AN OBJECT RELATIONS PERSPECTIVE 

4.1. Introduction 

Psychoanalytic and object relations perspectives pertaining to the nature of the pril ary 

relationship between mother and child were explored in the previous chapter. A dual 

unity, or symbiotic interconnectedness was posited as being appropriate and necessary 

immediately following birth, and during the first few months of the infant's life. Thereafter, 

optimally, mother and infant gradually begin to separate out of this unity : the mother to 

regain her former separate identity, and the infant to begin to develop as an individual, 

physically and psychologically separate from the mother. It was intimated by the writer 

that, in addition to the actual conscious 'external relationship' which exists between 

mother and infant, there also exists an intra-psychic, unconscious relationship; that Within 

the primary relationship, there is an interplay of unconscious processes operating 

between the mother and child, which requires consideration. The nature of these 

unconscious processes of both mother and infant, as well as their interrelationship, form 

the focus of discussion in this chapter. 

It will be argued that it is important for clinicians to determine the degree of movement 

made by the child and his mother away from the initial undifferentiated state, in which 

mother and child are united by unconscious currents of communication by mea~s of 

primitive mechanisms such as projection, introjection, and projective identification. It will 
I 

be further argued that the persistence of unconscious interconnections of a primitive 

nature between mother and child may impede the psychological development of the child. 

In instances where mother and child remain joined by such archaic, pathological ties, the 

writer suggests that simultaneous treatment of mother and child may be consider~d as 

an approptiate and effective treatment approach. 
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4.2. The Influence of the Mother's Unconscious Processes on the Pychological 

Development of the Infant 

The view that mothers are 'responsible' for the pathology of their children is a persistent, 

albeit unpopular one - an idea often regarded as a simplistic and unwarranted attribution 

of blame to the person who is usually initially responsible for the child's development. 

However, as was demonstrated in the preceding chapter, t~e biological reality is that 

mothers remain the child bearers, and at the infantile stages of development they remain 

the primary nurturing objects for their children. This appears to have remained despite 

the increased involvement of fathers in the early lives of their children. 

The earliest moments of psychological development largely, if not wholly, involve being 

fed and nurtured and emotionally 'held' by the mother. However, this in itself does not 

explain the mother's apparently unique influence on the child's psychological 

development. It has been shown (cf Benedek in Anthony, 1970; Deutsch, 1944; Mahler, 

1963 and Walt, 1986) that there is, for the mother, in addition to the physical reality of 

her baby, a phantasy aspect to 'baby' that she has borne since long before the baby's 

actual birth. Phantasies concerning the baby are an integral part of the mother's phatasy 

structure, and occupy a deeply embedded place in her psyche, infused with meaning 

associated with her own history (cf Fraiberg et al, 1975, 1980). 

There seem to be certain associations to 'baby' which are commonly connected in the 

female unconscious (Walt, 1986 : 65 - 68) . Until the moment of its physical birthj the 

baby resides inside the mother's psyche as both a part of herself, and as an object 

separate from her. The baby serves as a container for aspects of the mother's psyche 

that are felt to be dangerous and threatening to her sense of herself, as well as those 

aspects felt to be precious and in need of special attention. Hence, for some mothers 

babies come to represent ameliorative, restorative objects, while for others they se1 e to 

confirm primitive, anxious phantasies, and consequently come to represent hostile or 
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dangerous objects. These primitive phantasies appear to be 'transmitted' from the 

mother via unconscious processes such as projection and projective identification. 

According to Ogden (1979 : ;371) "Projection and projective identification are viewed as 

representing two poles of a continuum of types of fantasies of expulsion of aspects of the 

self with the former seen as predominantly a one-person phenomenon involving a shift 

in self-and-object-representations; in contrast, the latter requires that one's projective 

fantasies impinge upon real external objects in a sequence of externalisation and 

intemalisation". 

Projection and projective identification, postulated by Klein (1946) as normal 

developmental processes used by the infant and young child, appear to be mechanisms 

or ways of relating which persist, on a lesser level, into adulthood. The situation of 

mother and infant evokes, in the mother, unconscious memories of her own infantile 

situation. If this has been largely satisfying, a nurturant, positive experience, her 

relationship involves largely positive projections into her child. Conversely, if the mother's 

own infancy was experienced as largely distressing, she retains images or memories of 

unmet needs, of an absent mother, of feeling abandoned. These may be re-evoked in 

phantasy to her own baby, and later, in the actual relationship with her child. In such a 

situation, the mother is likely to project negative and distorted images into the infant. The 

more distressing her experiences, the stronger her projections. Because the young infant 

has no way of processing and disowning the mother's projections, he has no choice but 

to make them part of himself and to act accordingly (Joffe, 1989). 

Hence, each individual child has a certain specific meaning for the mother, determined 

by the phantasies she has connected to her child. Whether these promote a healthy or 

pathological disturbed relationship appears to be determined by the 'emotional valence' 

(Walt, 1986 : 68) attached to her associations:-
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• ... there is a special legacy that the mother bestows on her child, 
the legacy of her phantasy meanings which she assigns to her 
child . . . the mother feeds her child not only her milk during 
infancy, but also her phantasy ... this early currency of phantasy 
is as formative of psychic development as breastmilk is of 
corporeal development..." (Walt, 1986 : 71). 

The above discussion has encompassed the idea that the uterus and subsequentlt the 

growing foetus and the baby serve as a container for psychic elements for the mother: 

the mother unconsciously assigns to her baby both positive and negative aspects of 

herself. The process described thus far may seem to suggest that the baby is merely 

a passive receptacle for the mother's phantasies - a tabula rasa upon which the mother's 

psychological phantasy can be imprinted. In reality, the process is never uni-directipnal: 

the baby's own unique biology, its constitutionally-determined drives, and its own 

I 
rudimentary stores of phantasy also play a part and are drawn into both the actual and 

unconscious dialogue with the mother and influence how she responds to the baby. 

At this point, it is pertinent to draw to the reader's attention a tendency on the part of 

theorists to posit external, environmental factors and internal biological factors as if they 

were discrete, separable entities and to argue that either the environment or the internal 

intra-psychic processes are of primary significance in influencing psychological 

development. Walt (1986 : 73) terms this the "dualistic fallacy" of inner vs outer worlds. 

For example, the ego psychology point of view (epitomised by Anna Freud) essentially 

posits that the successful development of psychic structures depends largely o~ the 

adequacy and appropriateness of the environment. That is, internal structure and 

fantasy are the outcome of environmental provision. This viewpoint leads away from the 

unconscious and from phantasy- away from the internal world, to focus on the external. 

The Kleinian object-relations approach, on the other hand, focuses almost exclusively 

on psychological contents:- their origins in biology; their intra-psychic elaboration (by 

means of splitting, projection, introjection etc.) and their interpersonal transformation (by 

means of projection and projective identification). (Klein, 1946; 1948; 1957; Ogden, 
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1985a). Klein's theory suggests that unconscious phantasy is constitutionally given, 

exists at birth and is merely elaborated and made more complex through inter-actions 

with the environment. 

Hence, while the 'ego-Freudian' proponents emphasize environmental influences as 

formative in the development of psychic life, the Kleinian view identifies unconscious 

phantasy as the primary determining factor in psychological development - the external 

environment appears as almost a blank screen upon which internal phantasy is projected. 

By locating the main developmental impetus either internally or externally, both 

approaches "fail to articulate a model in which the dialectical interrelationship between 

material reality and psychical reality is fully represented, and both consequently neglect 

the importance of one corresponding pole of a dialectic" (Walt, 1986: 81) . 

Following on from the above, the writer holds the view that mother and infant (and their 

internal and external realities) need to be defined in complementary relation to each other 

and that in the primary relationship, there exists an inextricable interaction of the 

phantasies and unconscious processes which result from the intimate involvement 

between mother and child. These phantasies cannot be said to belong to either mother 

or child - they exist only in an overlapping area of inner and outer worlds, and in the 

unique unconscious dialogue between them. 

"It is by means of this reciprocal process, ... whereby mother 
and infant are mutually immersed in a fluctuating current of 
phantasy that cannot really be called either mother's or infant's, 
but is perpetually being redirected and transformed, .. . that 
something new is created, that is, the child's own personality" 
(Walt, 1986 : 71 - 72). 

An attempt will now be made to explore in greater depth the infant's contribution to the 

reciprocal process which facilitates its psychological development. 
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4.3. The Early Psychic Life of the Infant : Its Influence on the Primary Relationship 

Beginning with the premise that in the beginning there is no infant as such, only a state 

of unity of the infant and his mother, it will be shown that the infant's attempts to 

separate, differentiate, individuate - to emerge as a psychologically separate entity, 

appear to some degree to depend upon the mother's ability to provide an environment 

or context in which the infant is allowed his first rudimentary experiences of participating 

in and responding to his environment. 

In the beginning, the infant is faced with a complicated, confusing and frightening barrage 

of external stimuli and internal phantasy experiences, which he needs to organise. The 

writer will draw on the work of Melanie Klein (1946, 1955b) in elucidating some or the 

early psychic processes operative in the infant's life. According to Klein (1946 : 1) object 

relations exist from the beginning and are from the beginning moulded by an interaction 

between introjection and projection, between internal and external objects and situations. 

Splitting of objects, projection and introjection processes are characteristic of the first few 

months of life and participate in the building up of the ego and super-ego. Froj the 

outset, the infant experiences destructive impulses and phantasies, which are first 

expressed in phantasied oral- sadistic attacks on the mother's breast and then later 

develop into phantasied onslaughts on her body as a whole. 

Because the infantile ego largely lacks cohesion, the tendency towards integration 

alternates with a tendency towards disintegration - fluctuations characteristic of the first 

few months of life. From the outset, the anxiety experienced by the infant is felt to be 

caused by objects. Even when they are felt to be external, they become, through 

introjection, internal persecutors, which reinforce the internal fear of destructive impulses. 

The infant's vital need to deal with this anxiety forces the early ego to develop the 

fundamental mechanisms and defences of splitting into part objects, projection, 

introjection, and projective identification. 
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The infant's phantasied onslaughts on the mother, consisting of both the taking in of good 

contents (introjection) and the expelling of dangerous substances out of the self into the 

mother (projection) are the primary unconscious processes operative in the infant during 

the first few months. Introjection and projection constantly interact and this interaction 

both builds up the infant's internal world, and shapes his picture of external reality. The 

infant's own inner world is the product of his own impulses, emotions and phantasies, 

which are, however, "profoundly influenced by his good and bad experiences from 

external sources [among them ... the mother's attitude is of vital importance and remains 

a major factor in the development of the child). But at the same time the inner world 

influences his perception of the external world in a way that is no less decisive for his 

development" (Klein, 1955b : 141 -142). 

The mother (first her breast) is primal for both the introjective and projective processes: 

love and hatred are (from the beginning) projected into her and concurrently she is 

internalised with both these contrasting primordial emotions, which underlie the infant's 

feeling that a good and bad mother (breast) exist. The more the mother and breast are 

cathected, the more securely will the introjected good breast (the prototype of good 

internal objects) be established in the infant's mind. This, in turn, influences both the 

strength and nature of projections: in particular, it determines whether feelings of love or 

destructive impulses predominate. 

Klein (1955b : 142) later came to recognise the major importance for identification of 

certain projective mechanisms which are complementary to the introjective ones. For 

example 'projective identification' or 'identification by projection' (1955b : 143) implies a 

combination of splitting off of parts of the (infant's) self and projecting them into another 

person (mother) in an attempt to be rid of the bad parts (which threaten to destroy the 

infant from within) and to control and take possession of the object. 
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In addition to the importance of certain mechanisms for identification, Klein (1955b : 143) 

suggests that the process of internalisation is of great importance for projective 

processes. In particular, the good internalised breast acts as the focal point in the I ego, 

from which good feelings can be projected onto external objects. It strengthens the ego, 

counteracts splitting and dispersal processes, and enhances the capacity for integration 

and synthesis. The good internalised object is therefore one of the preconditions for an 

internalised and stable ego and for good object relations. The tendency towards 

integration, which is concurrent with splitting, Klein assumes to be a dominant feature of 

mental life from earliest infancy. 

Returning to the process of projective identification within the mother-infant relationship, 

the writer finds Ogden's (1979 : 357 -373) ideas particularly illuminating. He suggests 

that projective identification can be understood as a bridging formulation between the 

intra-psychic sphere, and external reality. He defines projective identification as "a group 

of fantasies and accompanying object - relations having to do with the ridding of thd self 

of unwanted aspects of the self; the depositing of these unwanted 'parts' onto anJther 

person and finally, with the 'recovery' of a modified version of what was extruded" (p 

357) . 

Hence, projective identification is a psychological process that is simultaneously a type 

of defence, a mode of communication, a primitive form of object-relationship, aJd a 

pathway of psychological change. Each of these functions evolves in the context or the 

infant's early attempts to perceive, organise, and manage his internal and extj rnal 

experiences, and to communicate with his environment. With the help of 'goad-enough 

mothering' (Winnicott, 1949) the infant can begin to organise the complicated, conf~sing 

and frightening barrage of stimuli which constitute early experience. 

Projective identification is an adjunct to the infant's defensive efforts at keeping what 

is felt to be good at a safe distance from what is felt to be bad and dangerous. Aspects 
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of the infant can in fantasy be deposited in mother in such a way that the infant does not 

feel he has lost contact with either that part of himself or with mother. In terms of 

communication, projective identification is a means by which the infant can feel that he 

is understood by making his mother feel what he is feeling: he cannot describe his 

feelings in words for the mother, therefore he induces these feelings in her. 

In addition to serving as a mode of interpersonal communication, projective 

identification constitutes a primitive transitional type of object relationship, that lies 

between the stage of the subjective object and that of true object relatedness. Projective 

identification functions as a pathway for psychological change: through the mother's 

(healthy) interactions with the infant, the processed projections (which involve the sense 

of the mother's mastery of her frustrated feelings and destructive, retaliatory wishes) are 

available to the infant for re-internalisation (Ogden, 1979 : 363 -364). 

What becomes apparent from the above is that an essential part of normal development 

is the infant's (and later the child's) experience of his mother as an object which can 

safely and securely be relied upon to act as a container for his projective identifications. 

Further, it seems clear from the foregoing that the infant cannot be regarded as a passive 

receptacle for the mother's phantasies: the infant makes his own active contribution to 

the processes from the outset and via fundamental processes such as projection and 

introjection, the infant's external environment (largely mother) is woven inextricably into 

the fabric of phantasy. Importantly, the mother's function during this early stage in the 

infant's life is to provide an external context in which he is allowed his first primitive 

experiences of responding to and participating in his environment. 

Ogden (1985a) draws attention to Winnicott's conception of the maternal context as the 

infant's 'psychological matrix'. "It seems to me that matrix [latin for 'womb1 is a 

particularly apt word to describe the silently active containing space in which 

psychological and bodily experiences occur" (p 355 fn). The importance of this mother-
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matrix is that it provides the infant an experience of being 'held': the infant's unintegrated 

state is gathered together and contained by the ego support lent by the mother. What 

makes the mother 'good enough' is the provision of this context, the provision of a 'space 

between' her and the infant in which the infant's developmental tendencies can J fold 

(Walt, 1986 : 89). 

Such a mother is able to tolerate the uncertainty, the unpredictability involved in providing 

a situation in which what happens is not entirely in her control; she is able to leave 'room' 

in which the infant can respond to and act upon his environment. Under healthy 

conditions, the mother is able to preside over this space, modifying the distance (both 

physical and psychological) according to the changing needs of the growing infant. 

Holding 'spaciously', with optimal distance between mother and infant, enables the infant 

to develop beyond its reflexive, primitive state. Failure to provide and maintain a space, 

that is, impairments in the maternal environment, lead to a corresponding impairment or 

pathology in the child's development (cf also Giovacchini in Anthony and Benedek, 1970; 

Ogden, 1978). 

4.4. Dissolution of the Mother-Infant Unit : The Process 

Ogden's paper (1985b; 129 - 141) in which he illuminates several Winnicottian ideas 

concerning this early period of the infant's development, was found by the writl r to 

provide useful insights in terms of the dissolution process. Ogden, in contrast to the 

many dichotomous, dualistic views of mother vs infant suggests that a dialectical 

process is centrally involved in the evolution of the infant from biological unity and 

psychic fusion with the mother, to a separate, functioning individual. That is, each 

creates, informs, perceives and negates the other; each stands in a dynamic (ever 

changing) relationship with the other. 

In the very beginning, there is only the illusion that mother and infant are not separate. 

The mother exists only in the form of the invisible holding environment in which there is 
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a meeting of the infant's needs in a way that is so unobtrusive that the infant does not 

experience his needs as needs. As a result, there is not yet an infant. If there is a 

goad-enough fit between mother and infant (maternal matrix) there exists for the infant-

mother unit an undisturbed state of 'going-on-being'. However, this harmoniously 

functioning mother-infant unit is only short-lived, because of the inevitable imperfections 

of fit between the two. The 'well-dosed frustration' which is then experienced by the 

infant provides him with the first opportunity for awareness of separateness, and heralds 

the dissolution of the mother-infant unity. This period of the very earliest awareness of 

separateness begins at "about four to six to eight to twelve months" (Winnicott, 1951 : 

5). 

According to Winnicott (ibid) and Walt (1986) for the transition from mother-infant unity, 

to a state in which there is a mother-and-infant, to be non-pathogenic, there must be 

potential space between mother and infant. Potential space is "the hypothetical area 

that exists (but cannot exist) between the baby and the object (mother or part of mother) 

during the phase of the repudiation of the object as not-me, that is, at the end of Jeing 

merged with the object" (Winnicott, 1971 : 126). Potential space is always potential -

never actual - because it is filled in with a state of mind that embodies the paradox that 

is never challenged : the infant and mother are one, and the infant and mother are two. 

The movement from mother-infant unity (invisible environment mother) to mother and 

infant (mother as object) requires the establishment of oneness and of separateness in 

which each creates and informs the other (Ogden, 1985b : 132). 

At first the 'two-ness' (that co-exists with 'oneness') cannot be distributed between the 

mother and the infant in a way that clearly demarcates the two as separate individuals. 

At this point, 'two-ness' is a quality of the mother-infant; it is the infant's development of 

the capacity to be alone in the presence of the mother. The transitional object is a 

symbol for this separateness in unity, unity in separateness : it is at the same time the 

infant and not the infant. Ogden (1985b) contends that the appearance of a relationship 
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with a transitional object is not simply a milestone in the process of separation-

individuation - it is as significantly a reflection of the capacity to maintain a psychological 

dialectical process. Attainment of this capacity involves the transformation of the mother-

child unity that did not require symbols into 'threeness', in which mother and infant are 

created as objects and the infant, in addition, as a subject. The infant then becomes the 

creator and interpreter of his symbols. 

In summary: The study of the infant's psychological development is not simply the study 

of the growth of the infantile psyche from primitivity to maturity; it is also the study of the 

development of the mother-infant into a mother and infant. Since the mother-infant is 

a psychological entity contributed to by both, the unit for psychological development is 

always both a primitive psychological organisation and a relatively mature one. Walt 

(1986 : 87) characterises this early situation as comprising two bodies, two psyches, one 

mature, and one undeveloped, but operating as if it were a unit, enclosed within the 

same skin, existing in complementary relation to each other (cf also J . Klein, 1987 : 359 

ff). 

Given the considerations explored above, the writer subscribes to the idea that there is 

a potential individuality which the infant has at birth, development of which is facilitated 

by the mother. The task of the mother is largely not to interfere with the infant's 

spontaneous development and of timeously handing over caretaking to the infant himself. 

The infant's psychological contents can only be understood in relation to the 

psychological matrix within which these contents exist. Since the infant's own 

psychological matrix (his internal holding environment) takes time to develop, the infant's 

mental contents initially exist within the matrix of the maternal mental and physical 

I 
activity. In the beginning, the environmental mother provides the mental space in which 

the infant begins to generate experiences: a new psychological entity is created by the 

mother and (what is becoming) the infant. 
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the crucial ingredients in the "good enough" mother 
environment are the sufficiency of space provided by the mother 
to enclose but not to impinge upon the fragile and unintegrated 
experiences of infancy; within the sufficient space mother and 
infant maintain an optimal distance, so that need, anxiety, 
frustration and conflict can be both satisfied and experienced by 
the infant in tolerable amounts .. . This optimal distance is 
modified over time., allowing a back and forth oscillation between 
closeness and distance while moving in the direction towards 
separation and differentiation. These are the environmental 
preconditions for the development of subjectivity, within which 
context the infant's psychological life will germinate ... " (Walt, 
1986 : 95, emphasis in the original). 

In the context of mutuality and in the security of a predictable environment, the infant 

begins to recognise and distinguish objects in his environment. This marks the beginning 

of movement towards separation, since to recognise implies an ability to distinguish 'me' 

from 'not me'. Memories of 'not-me' objects can be summoned to fill a space left by the 

absent object. In this way, an internal space evolves, an area in which elements from 

the external realm and the biological world can be mediated and brought under 

rudimentary (illusory) control. Within this internal space, events in the external world as 

well as internal events are reshaped and given a personal quality. This intermjiate 

area, which creates a bridge between external and internal worlds, joining them while 

maintaining a separation between them, is what Winnicott (1971) has called 'potential 

space'. "Potential space is thus preceded by and is the internalised version of, a 

"maternal space" in which the infant was held physically and psychologically by the 

mother" (Walt, 1986 : 8). 

Potential space is, in fact, the area in which a// reality is experienced, because potential 

space is created out of the capacity to transform things in reality into mental 

representation, which can be perceived and registered. The infant has become a person, 

a human subject, capable of creating his own personal object world. No longer is there 

a mother-infant, but two people, each with their own separate sphere of psychological 

experience - related, but not intertwined (cf also Neubauer, 1985; Ogden, 1978; 1979; 

1983; 1985a; 1985b; Smith-Behrends and Blau, 1985; Torras De Bea, 1989; Walt, 1986). 
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4.5. Concluding Summary and Clinical Implications 

The foregoing presentation has addressed the nature of the primitive emotional or 

psychological bond which exists between mother and child, as well as the process of 

developmental transformation which this bond undergoes. Specifically, the focus of 

discussion has been on the nature of the mutual interplay of unconscious processes 

which operate between mother and infant. It was shown that there are, in the mother, 

unconscious phantasies in operation which she has borne even prior to the infant's actual 

birth, and which are infused with meaning associated with her own history. Unconscious 

memories of the mother's own infantile situation are evoked by, and infiltrate, her actual 

relationship with the infant. The mother unconsciously assigns to her baby both positive 

and negative aspects of herself. Whether these come to promote a healthy or 

pathological maternal context for the infant's development was shown to depend to some 

extent upon the emotional valence which is attached to the symbolic association she has 

to her infant. 

The infant's optimal emotional development was shown to be inextricably dependent 

upon the mother's ability to provide a maternal context or maternal space within which 

the infant's experiences are 'held'. This, together with the infant's own active 

contributions, and introjective and projective identification processes, facilitates 

development of the infant as a separate psychological entity out of the initial primitive 

state of primary undifferentiation. It was shown that under healthy conditions, the mother 

modifies both the physical and psychological distance between her and the infant, 

according to the changing needs of the infant and to allow the development of potential 

space. It was argued that this maternal function bears directly on the infant's 

development: maternal environment impairments result in a corresponding pathology in 

the infant's development. Where unconscious interconnections of a primitive nature 

persist between mother and child beyond the point at which dissolution of the mother

infant dyad should occur, movement of the infant towards psychological separateness 

from the mother is impeded, and subsequent psychological development is impaired. 
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The above conclusions suggest several clinical implications. The material presented 

seems to further substantiate the claim made earlier in this paper that it is of clinical 

import for clinicians working with disturbed children to pay attention to the nuances of the 

mother-child relationship. It may now be asserted with even greater authority that a 

detailed understanding of the primary relationship, in which particular account has been 

taken of its unconscious nuances and vicissitudes, is of critical importance in the 

assessment, diagnosis and treatment of disturbed children. Clinicians must be able to 

establish the extent to which primitive unconscious interconnections have persisted and 

have impeded the child's separation-individuation. 

The writer wishes to argue that where such primitive interconnections are still operative, 

the clinician is likely to encounter the clinical problem in child treatment which was 

addressed earlier in this paper, ie the intrusion of the mother - with whom the child 

remains pathologically over-involved - into the treatment process. Chapter two of this 

paper reviewed the various approaches which have been utilised in attempts to include 

parents in the treatment of their child. It was, however, concluded that despite these 

attempts, the presence and involvement of parents (and of the mother in particular) 

remained one of the most confounding factors in child treatment. 

The writer now wishes to suggest a possible explanation for the continued existence of 

this confounding factor. It appears that because clinicians' thinking did not extend to 

taking into account the pathogenic intermingling of phantasy between mother and child, 

they therefore also failed to evaluate the persistence of unconscious interconnections of 

a primitive nature between mother and child. Furthermore, it would appear that clinicians 

attempted to locate the source of pathology in either the mother or the child, instead of 

within the mother-child relationship, and in the primary mother-child interactions. For 

this reason, clinicians failed to adequately define treatment boundaries, and often failed 

to include the mother. 
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As a possible solution to the problem, the writer advocates consideration of simultaneous 

treatment of mother and child as an alternative to the more 'traditional' approaches to the 

treatment of disturbed children (cf chapter two). The writer suggests that simultaneous 

mother-child treatment is an object relations approach which makes possible the 

understanding of the interplay between phenomena in an intra-psychic sphere and 

phenomena in the sphere of external reality and interpersonal relations. Such an 

approach is grounded in object relations theory - which asserts that unconscious internal 

object-relations are in dynamic interplay with interpersonal experiences. 

On the basis of this, analysis of internal object relations therefore centres upon the 

exploration of the relationship between internal objects and the ways in which individuals 

go about altering these unconscious internal object relations in the face of current 

experience. In such an object relations treatment approach, the focus of treatment is on 

the unconscious meanings and associations held by the mother in connection with her 

child and the ways in which these unconscious expectations are fulfilled by the 

symptomatic child. 

The following chapter therefore reviews the literature pertaining to simultaneous 

treatment. It is the writer's contention that the extent of its applicability, and the efficacy 

of this treatment approach has only recently been brought to light, following the 

emergence of neo-classical and neo-Kieinian psychoanalytic and object relations 

theoretical conceptualisations (cf Bion, 1975; Green, 1978; Ogden, 1985a and 1985b; 

Pontalis, 1977; and Winnicott, 1988). 
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CHAPTER FIVE : SIMULTANEOUS TREATMENT OF PARENT AND CHILD : AN OBJECT-

RELATIONS APPROACH TO WORKING WITH DISTURBED CHILDREN 

5.1. Introduction 

"It is possible for the unconscious life of one person to 
be so completely fed from the unconscious of another, 
that it is as though the soul of one so fed remained like 
an infant in the mother's womb, drawing sustenance 
through the psychic umbilical cord. If this is suddenly 
stopped, it is as disastrnus to the newborn individuality 
as the premature severing of the physical cord" 
(Wickes, 1927 : 36). 

In the preceding chapter, the unconscious aspects of mother-child relationships were 

explored. It was suggested that where mother and child are still inappropriately locked 

into primitive processes begun in infancy, the child's intra-psychic conflict cannot be 

resolved. It therefore becomes necessary to help the mother alter her projections onto 

the child: "It is only when [the mother's) inner world of objects begins to alter, that she 

will be able to let the child go, and to perceive him as he is ... " (Joffe, 1989 : 28). For 

this to be made possible, it appears to the writer that simultaneous treatment oJ the 

mother and child is usually necessary. 

In this chapter the literature pertaining to simultaneous treatment of parent and child is 

reviewed. A number of different terms are encountered in the course of the review viz 

'simultaneous'; 'concurrent'; 'collaborative' and 'contemporaneous' treatment. All are 

found to refer to the same treatment approach. The bulk of the literature reviewed also 

refers to simultaneous analysis - as opposed to simultaneous therapy. For the 

purposes of this paper, the two are viewed as synonymous - provided the differences 

between analysis and therapy, which were outlined in chapter two, are borne in mind. 

Essentially, simultaneous treatment aims to provide the chance of successful treatment 

for children whose progress in development and in treatment has been (or is being) 

interfered with by unconscious processes operating within the mother. 
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In the most traditional form of simultaneous treatment, mother and child are seen by 

different clinicians. These two clinicians do not communicate with one another, but report 

the content of their respective treatment sessions to a third supervising clinician or co-

ordinator (cf Hellman in Glenn, 1978; Hellman, 1980). An alternative form of 

simultaneous treatment is that in which the two clinicians treating the mother and child 

discuss the therapeutic material with one another, instead of reporting it to a co-ordinator 

(cf Kolansky and Moore, 1966). A further variation involves the same clinician treating 

both mother and child, and the absence of a co-ordinator (cf Sperling, 1949d, 1950a, 

1951, 1954a; and Kohn, 1976). 

5.2. Simultaneous Treatment of Parent and Child : Literature Review 

Studies of simultaneous treatment appear to have originated in two countries: in Br ain 

(at the Hampstead Child Therapy Clinic, London) and in the United States. Pioneering 

figures include Dorothy Burlingham (London); and Szurek, Johnson et al, and Melitta 

Sperling (New York). Application of the method appears to have begun in the early 

1940's. The literature review traces, chronologically, the development of the approach 

in the two countries, beginning with the British studies. 

5.2.1. The Development of Simultaneous Treatment in Britain 

As alluded to above, the evolution of simultaneous treatment in Britain is largely 

attributable to the initiative and work of Dorothy Burlingham (cf Bulletin of the Hampstead 

Clinic, 1980; Editorial, Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 1980; Jackson, 1984). 

Burlingham devised a particular method of simultaneous analysis: for each mother-child 

couple, a team of three analysts is needed. One for the mother, one for the child, and 

a third who acts as 'co-ordinator'. The analysts of both mother and child report each 

I 
analytic session to the co-ordinator and submit weekly reports. In this way, the material 

I 
of both analyses can be brought together without influencing the work of the two analysts 

concerned. Possible contamination of the therapeutic material and the difficulties of a 

double transference are minimized (Hellman, 1980 : 83). 
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Preliminary ideas on simultaneous treatment were presented by Bennett and Hellman 

{1951) and Hellman (1954).The first published report of a simultaneous analysis 

conducted using Burlingham's method appeared in 1955 (Burlingham et al, 1955). 

Bobby, four years old, was referred for feeding difficulties; enuresis; encopresis; speech 

retardation and biting attacks on his mother, which alternated with clinging behaviour. 

The authors note: 

"The case is one ... [where] ... 'though there seems to exist in 
the child a good potentiality for improvement or even for 
complete recovery, another force appears to be at work which 
counteracts constantly the therapeutic efforts .. . this force 
emanates from the mother .. . It seems to us that nothing short 
of an analysis of the mother can reveal in detail which influences 
are at work and what the more intimate relations are between 
the mother's unconscious fantasies and attitudes and her child's 
disturbance" (p 165). 

~he authors suggest (p 168) that seen from the point of the child's analysis only, it would 

appear that through his behaviour, the child forced his mother to react towards him as 

she did. However, when taking into account material from the mother's analysis, it 

became apparent that the mother was herself under the domination of poj erful 

unconscious fantasies which determined her attitude and behaviour towards her child. 

I 
In this light, the child's behaviour is explicable as a reaction to the mother's provocation. 

I 
The authors conclude that the mother's problems were much too deep-seated and 

severe to be accessible to advice and guidance, hence the need for analysis. In relation 

to the child's treatment, "so far as he was under the influence of [his mother's) fantasy 

life, analysis was able to set him free, by lifting his reactions to consciousness, and 

working through them. Although originating in the mother's unconscious, the fantasy 

content had become his own, could be treated as such, and analysis of it was folldwed 

by relief ... " (p 186). 

In a similar vein; Hellman et al (1960 : 359) assert:-

"The persistence of an intimate bond between certain children 
and their mothers well beyond the usual intensity and age has 
arrested the attention of child analysts . . . Problems concerning 
the nature of such an exceptional tie, its effect on the growing 
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child, and the means of communication between mother and 
child have led to the wish to study mother-and-child couples by 
means of simultaneous analysis. This wish has grown from 
clinical experience with cases in which the mother's participation 
in the child's disturbance forms an obstacle to his recovery, and 
in which it is felt that lasting, favourable results can be achieved 
and maintained only if the existing conditions within the mother 
can be altered too". 

In the case discussed by Hellman et al (1960), that of Eric, an 11 year old who presented 

with hypochondriacal symptoms, the simultaneous experiences of mother and son of 

anxiety about their health and bodily pains emerged, as well as the interplay of the 

unconscious meaning which feeding and eating had in their relationship. Both led to the 

child's inability to separate from his mother and ultimately to his refusal to attend school. 

Assessment revealed several areas in which the mother's own disturbance seemed to 

be deeply linked to the child's, and the authors detail their observations of the 

simultaneous processes related to these areas which emerged in the two therapies. It 

became apparent that the mother made her son an object of projection : she did not 

react to the child's needs and impulses on the basis of her perception of his (actual) 

internal situation, but in line with her projections. 

The overt behaviour and changing needs of the child revived a succession of dittdrent 

infantile conflicts in her. As these became pre-conscious, they precipitated 

manifestations of her own early anxieties, fantasies and defences. The child stood 

successively for aspects of herself, and for the different objects of her past, in relation to 

which she had originally experienced these conflicts. In by-passing Eric's needs, she 

forced her own needs in their place. The ensuing inconsistency of her responses to him 

induced in him a constant need to anticipate her feelings and actions. The distortion of 

external reality to which she subjected him led to faulty reality testing in him; the 

omnipotent denial she used in order to avoid intolerable facets of external reality were 

integrated by Eric and used in his own defense system. 
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It would appear from this paper that such children - whose tie to their mother is 

characterised by anxiety and distrust, and whose psychical bond to her is abnormally 

prolonged - become alert to and remain observant of minute non-verbal clues given 

unconsciously by their mothers, resulting in a heightened awareness of external 

perceptions. Only a change within the mother can ultimately free the child from the 

abnormal bond and from the real need to protect himself from her. 

Levy (1960) and Sprince (1962) deal with the analyses of a mother, and her adolescent 

daughter Debbie, respectively. Both papers demonstrate that although Debbie's mother 

consciously wished to loosen the tie by which her daughter was attached to her (and 

which had produced an incipient school phobia during the nursery school period and 

school refusal in adolescence) she had unconsciously prolonged her infantile 

attachment. It was found to be impossible to loosen or change this inappropriate 

relationship by treating Debbie alone; only once the mother too was in treatment did a 

noticeable improvement occur in Debbie, and she returned to school. Levy (1960 : 391) 

concludes: "A true understanding of the main difficulties could be reached only b~ co

ordinating the vicissitudes of the oedipal conflicts of both mother and child, and their 

effect on each other". 

Hellman (in Glenn, 1978 : 492 - 3) refers to several more unpublished simultaneous 

studies undertaken at Hampstead viz Burlingham, Schnurmann and Lantos, 1958; Frankl, 

1965; Hellman, de Monchaux and Lodowyk-Gyomroi, 1961; and Hellman, Schnurmann 

and ·Todes, 1970. The next published Hampstead study, by Levinson appeared in 1984. 

Levinson describes the treatment of 131h year old Emma, who presented with a long

standing difficulty in attending school and who felt 'bewitched' by her mother. The paper 

highlights Emma's identifications with her disturbed mother; their impact on and distortion 

of the normal process of identification, and the resultant effects on a variety of Emma's 

ego functions and mechanisms of adaption. Levinson (pp 388 - 392) points out that 
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Emma's case amply demonstrates the pathogenic role played by a disturbed mother in 

the formation and maintenance of her child's symptomatology. 

Emma's symptoms, which were focused mainly around separation, are viewed as 

attempts to be close to a mother for whom the idea of separation was intolerable. Hence 

treatment, which was directed towards freeing Emma to enter the world, posed a 

formidable threat to the precarious balance established between mother and child. 11 this 

instance, the fact that Emma's mother refused any real treatment posed the 

insurmountable obstacle to her daughter's chances at freedom, and emotional health. 

Levinson (p 392) quotes Anna Freud (1968 : 121):-

"We may well ask ourselves how separation and the 
establishment of a separate identity can be expected to take 
place in a child for whom merging is not only his, but the 
mother's admitted need ... ". 

By implication, it appears to the writer that the chances of successful therapy are reduced 

most in instances where the pathogenic influences are embodied in the mother herself. 

Where the disturbed mother is unable to support developmental progress, the child's 

conflict is most easily 'resolved' through accommodation to her disturbed needs. If the 

mother refuses to enter simultaneous treatment, it seems that the child has little hope of 

extricating himself from the pathological relationship, and of differentiating. 

In the most recent of the Hampstead studies, Yorke (1987, unpublished) describes the 

'contemporaneous analysis' of an elective single mother and her three year old son, Tom, 

who presented with behaviourial disturbances and intense outbursts of anger towards 

adults, which alternated with overwhelming sadness. "Tom had been in treatment for 

about six months, and [his therapist] had continued to see the mother at regular intervals, 

when it became clear to the mother herself that she was unlikely to be able to cope with 

Tom more effectively, or to achieve a greater degree of personal happiness, unless she 

were to seek treatment in her own right" (p 12). As a result of contemporaneous/ 

simultaneous analysis, substantial improvements occurred in both mother and child. 
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On the basis of the literature reviewed thus far, simultaneous treatment appears to the 

writer to be the method of choice for those carefully selected cases of children whose 

forward moves on the developmental scale have been held back because of the 

unconscious interplay between the child and the more significant parent. Simultaneous 

treatment appears to provide the opportunity to see how phantasies in mother and child 

co-exist, overtap, and mutually influence each other. It provides the opportunity to see 

how the interaction between mother and child is reflected in the treatment of each, how 

common events are experienced differently (or similarly) and how the pathologies appear 

to interact and influence each other. 

However, according to Sprince (1962 : 450) where very early ego disturbances may have 

led to permanent ego damage, the decision for simultaneous treatment may have to be 

undertaken with limited aims for the child. The treatment aim may be simply to 

strengthen the damaged ego to the limits of its capacity, thereby reducing the danger of 

psychotic illness in the child. If the need for infantile gratification is substantially reduced, 

and is replaced by new and more stable object relations, the child may be enabled to 

function with a greater degree of stability - even in instances where a final severi1g of 

the infantile object tie seems improbable. The aim of the mother's treatment remains the 

same: that of reducing her involvement in the child's pathology to the extent of 

minimizing the pull towards infantile gratifications. 

This concludes the literature review of the British studies on simultaneous treatment, 

undertaken at the Hampstead Clinic, London. The following section reviews the 

development of the simultaneous treatment approach in the United States. 

5.2.2. The Development of Simultaneous Treatment in the United States 

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, simultaneous treatment of parent and child 

emerged in the United States during approximately the same time period as in Britain, 

that is, the early 1940's. 
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Pioneers in the use of simultaneous treatment in the United States were Johnson et al 

(1941) who used the approach in the treatment of school phobias, and Szurek et al 

(1942) who treated anti-social acting out behaviourial problems, and later, neurotic 

disturbances. This 'collaborative psychiatric therapy' approach is defined by the authors 

as " ... a technique for psychiatric treatment and research in the behaviour problems and 

psycho-neurotic disorders of children, in which concomitant therapeutic efforts are made 

by two psychiatrists, one of whom deals with the significant parent, and the other directly 

with the child" (Szurek et al, 1942 : 162). The rationale for this approach developed out 

of an increasing awareness that the behaviour of a child is to be understood 

fundamentally only in the context of intrafamilial, interpersonal relationships; that 

pathological relationships between mother and father, and child, play a great role in 

maintaining distorted and unintegrated tendencies in the child. 

The major difference between the British and American approaches observed by the 

writer is that of the omission, in the American approach, of a third supervising therapist, 

or co-ordinator. Instead, the two therapists collaborate with one another, by exchanging 

information. Szurek et al (1942 : 163) do, however, stress that: "Probably the most 

fundamental requirement of such [an approach) is that the competitiveness of the 

psychiatrists involved in the treatment be at a minimum". In the British (Hampstead) 

approach, on the other hand, it is considered crucial that the two analysts involved in the 

treatment do not exchange or discuss therapeutic material with one another, only with 

a supervising analyst, to prevent contamination of the analytic material (Hellman, 1r 8). 

In their collaborative studies of neurotic and 'acting-out' anti-social children and their 

parents, Johnson et al (1941); Szurek et al (1942) and Johnson and Szurek (1952) 

observed clear indications that the unconscious gratification that parents derive from their 

unintegrated tendencies were a powerful stimulus in fostering certain behaviours in the 

child. They also observed that parental neurosis often provided the unconscious impetus 
• 

for the child's neurosis. Regularly, the more significant parent - usually the mother 
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(although the authors found that the father was almost always also involved in some way) 

was seen to unconsciously encourage the anti-social or neurotic behaviour of the child. 

The needs of the parent are vicariously gratified by the child's behaviour. 

On the basis of these studies, the authors concluded that a collaborative approach by two 

therapists is frequently necessary and more rapidly effective in the treatment of behaviour 

problems, and the more severe neuroses in children. In order to determine the genetics 

of symptom choice, or pathologic formation in children, the meanings of such 

manifestations to the parent must be known. The collaborative or simultaneous treatment 

approach appears to make it possible to observe something of the genesis of 

disturbances in children and the part parents play in this (cf also Johnson 1953; Johnson 

and Szurek, 1952, 1954; Szurek, 1950, 1952). 

The work of Johnson, and Szurek, and their collaborators, briefly reviewed above, is 

predominantly concerned with collaborative treatment of cases of school phobia, anti

social behaviour and some neurotic disturbances. The work of Melitta Sperling (1946 -

1970) another strong advocate of simultaneous or collaborative treatment, reflects her 

primary interest in psychosomatic disorders in children and their relation to parental 

pathology. Sperling has, however, explored a wide range of childhood difficulties, and 

the reader is referred to the reference section of this paper, where a comprehensive 

listing of her publications is to be found. Only the literature most pertinent to the limited 

scope of this paper will be reviewed below. 

Sperling's approach to treatment of childhood disturbances was via psychoanalysis of the 

mother and child, sometimes conducted simultaneously or successively by her, and at 

other times carried out collaboratively with another analyst. This approach proved useful 

in understanding the psychology and psychopathology of the mother-child relationship, 

and in revealing the symbiotic nature of the unconscious and non-verbal communication 

between mother and child (Sperling in Anthony and Benedek, 1970). 
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Sperling (ibid, 541 ff) in drawing together almost three decades of her work in treating 

childhood disturbances, observed that at certain phases during treatment, a seemingly 

inexplicable exacerbation of the child's condition took place, or treatment was suddenly 

terminated. These occurrences invariably turned out to be the result of unconscious 

resistances on the part of the mother to the treatment of her child, at the time when the 

child was attempting, with the help of treatment, to dissolve the symbiotic relationship. 

The mother - because of her own unconscious needs - was unable to accept this. 

Unless she could be helped, through analytic intervention, to understand and to 

overcome her resistance, she could not allow this basic change in the relationship to 

occur, and hence the child's treatment could not succeed. 

Sperling (1950a, 1951 , 1959) found the use of simultaneous analysis fruitful in the 

treatment of severely disturbed children, whose bizarre, explosive and unpredictable 

behaviour could not be fully understood or influenced by individual treatment alone. The 

child's behaviour was repeatedly shown to be a reaction to the mother's unconscious 

wishes, to her latent feelings and needs, which became apparent only in the course of 

her own analysis. 

Sperling's observations seem to indicate that the severity of a child's reaction to parental 

neurosis, and the consequences for later development, appear to depend to a large 

measure upon the age at which this pathogenic interaction begins and upon the nature 

and severity of the parental neurosis. A maternal neurosis has the potential to affect 

every area of the child's development from birth onwards. The child may even have 

been 'assigned' - prenatally - a specific unconscious role by the mother. This role may 

be based on an early childhood identification of the mother, or on a rejected part of 

herself (Sperling, 1950a, 1951, 1954a, 1970; cf also Berger and Kennedy, 1975; Walt, 

1986 and chapter four of this paper). 
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According to Sperling (1970) the earliest indication of a disturbed mother-child 

relationship usually manifests itself in disturbances of food intake, excretion or sleep. 

Severe disturbances of these functions sometimes appear (for which no apparent 

explanation, or remedy can be found) and which are of more serious significance than 

the mild and transitory disturbances encountered during the developmental phases. In 

such cases, Sperling claims, superficial reassurances or advice are ineffectual : only 

interpretations exposing the unconscious motivations and conflicts of the mother are 

effective. 

In what Sperling (1970 : 548) describes as the "psychosomatic type" of mother-child 

relationship, the mother sets a premium on her child's illness and consequent 

dependence on her. The mother tries to maintain, in several disguised ways, the kind 

of control over her child which she had prenatally:-

"I found a certain quality existing in the relationship between the 
mother and these children which ... served as a dynamic force 
precipitating as well as perpetuating the child's illness. The 
mother .. . had an unconscious need to keep her child in a 
helpless and dependent state .. . mother and child represented 
a psychologic unit in which the child reacted to the unconscious 
need of the mother with correspondingly unconscious 
obedience; it was as though the child was given a command to 
get sick, which meant, in reality, to stay dependent and helpless" 
(Sperling, 1949d : 377). 

Sperling (ibid.) considers this specific relationship of mutual dependence and almost 

magical control existing between mother and child as an important predisposing factor 

in the development of psychosomatic disorders in a child : the mother's neurosis is 

decisive for the reactions of the child. However, because this specific relationship is 

usually limited to only one of the children in the family, the mother's behaviour may not 

initially appear particularly disturbed. Sperling (1949d : 384) suggests that it is only 

through the observations made in psychoanalytic treatment that the degree o, the 

mother's disturbance and its effect on the child can be recognised and addressed. 
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In several other insightful papers, Sperling (1950a, 1951) explores children's 

interpretations and reactions to their mother's unconscious. Using material from 

simultaneous analyses, she again demonstrates convincingly that the children's behaviour 

represented their responses to their mother's unconscious wishes. Reactions and 

behaviour could be understood as an unconscious answer to an unconscious wish of the 

mother for the child to act in this particular way. Neither mother nor child was aware of 

the underlying unconscious motivations. Sperling (1950a : 40) asserts that "Treatment 

of the child alone ... does not reveal those forces to which the child is reacting, nor does 

it make growth possible unless the mother can give up her own infantile strivings which 

are reflected in the child's illness". 

In summary, it appears to the writer that the central thesis of Sperling's work points to the 

necessity for consideration of simultaneous treatment of mother and child in certain 

instances. Where the mother, because of her own pathology, carries over to the child, 

by unconscious means such as projection and projective identification, her unresolved 

infantile conflicts and is unable to separate herself from the child, a continuation of the 

symbiotic relationship assumed to exist in infancy is perpetuated. The child remains 

extraordinarily sensitive to the mother's behaviour and a state of heightened emotional 

'rapport' exists between them, which may interfere with the progression of the child's 

development. 

"We cannot hope, through any method of treatment, 
permanently to change the child's behaviour unless we can 
modify the unconscious of the mother" (Sperling, 1954a: 512) . 

The ideas presented above are those of the most prominent early figures in the field of 

simultaneous analysis in the United States, who pioneered, researched and experimented 

with the approach over several decades. A paper by Kolansky and Moore (1966) marks 

the point at which the British and American approaches to simultaneous treatment appear 

to dovetail. In drawing together all the major publications on simultaneous treatment in 
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the two countries up to that point, the authors are able to highlight the extent to which 

the findings of the different centres corroborate - despite various technical differences. 

On the basis of these corroborative findings, as well as their own experiences in treating 

parent and child simultaneously, Kolansky and Moore (1966 : 266 - 267) conclude that 

simultaneous analyses:-

bear out the claim that child analysis alone is inadequate when the unconscious 
forces in the parent work in the direction of enhancing the child's 
psychopathology; 
provide more definitive information about the foundations of personality and the 
roots of mental illness; 
demonstrate that the unconscious wishes of parent and child often coincide. 

Kolansky and Moore (ibid : 242 - 265) discuss the case of a simultaneous analysis of 

a father, and his 13 year old son Dick, referred for poor scholastic performance and lack 

of initiative and responsibility. The authors note that the case was an unusual one in 

that all other documented cases of simultaneous analysis involved mother and child, 

whereas in this instance the father was engaged in a long-standing pathological 

relationship with his son. 

The case history and details of the treatment illustrate several advantages of the 

simultaneous approach : a clear picture of the child's developmental lines (his inhibitions, 

regressions and progressions) was obtained and the mutual psychopathology of neurotic 

interaction of father and son was illuminated. Once again, it was shown that it was only 

once the father's treatment became effective that the child was able to progress in his 

own analysis. 

Following the publication of Kolansky and Moore's article in 1966, no further publications 

of simultaneous studies appeared in America until the 1970's. Kohn (1976: 481 - 499) 

in a paper of a more technical nature, advocates simultaneous analysis of parent and 

child by the same analyst. Kohn found that seeing both the mother and child allowed 

him to observe the effects of the mo.ther on her child, and of the child on the mother; to 



be in the middle of the process of defense and character-formation in the child; and to 

observe how the child identified with the mother's attitude, and reacted defensively 

against her. 

The successful concurrent treatment of a mother and her four year old daughter is 

described by Clemente et al (1986: 140- 150). The central problem emerged as that 

of arrested separation-individuation. The child's presenting symptoms of night terrors, 

I 
a tendency to withdraw from the outside world, and her heightened sensitivity to and 

over-involvement with her mother, all pointed to a child at risk for the more symptomatic 

development of school refusal and more serious psychopathology. In the course of 

concurrent treatment, the symbiotic mutually anxious attachment between mother and 

child; the genesis of the child's avoidance in school participation; and a four-generation 

transmission of excessively demanding attachment between mother and child, all became 

apparent. The authors attribute the child's improvement to the treatment approach, which 

was seen to facilitate separation-individuation in the mother from her family of origin. 

This, in turn, enabled her to foster appropriate growth and development in her daughter, 

thereby helping her to separate and individuate. 

In a paper on the involvement of mothers in the treatment of their electively mute 

children, Atoynatan (1986 : 15 - 27) suggests that the symptom of elective mutism is an 

expression of a pathological mother-child relationship. Through it, the child indirectly 

expresses the mother's hostility, and at the same time gains an exclusive relationship 

with her. The authors reviewed the various forms of therapy which had been used to 

treat electively mute children. On the basis of their own experiences with the use of 

concurrent treatment, they state: 

"It is our impression that the involvement of the mother in 
psychotherapy is the key to the solution of the problem .. . The 
dependent relationship between mother and child cannot be 
resolved unless the mother can be helped through 
psychotherapeutic intervention to understand and overcome her 
resistance to basic change in the relationship. In spite of a 
conscious attitude on the part of the mother, treatment of the 
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child alone will not succeed . .. Our findings suggest the 
importance of focusing attention on parent-child relationships" 
Atoynatan (1986: 25- 26) . 

This concludes the literature review on the development of simultaneous treatment in the 

United States. Despite the technical differences in the British and American approaches, 

it is apparent that the aims of both are essentially the same, and that clinical work on 

both continents yielded corroborative findings. 

References to simultaneous treatment of parent and child in other centres were not 

encountered in the course of the writer's literature search, and hence it appears that the 

British and American authors reviewed represent the main proponents of this approach. 

Of note however, is the work of Frances Wickes, a Jungian analyst practising il the 

1920's. Wickes (1927) in her work with disturbed children also found that the process 

of therapy repeatedly led back from the problem of the child to the problem of the parent, 

and that analysis of the parent most closely connected with the child's emotional 

development was necessary. She provides (pp 61 - 77) several graphic illustrations of 

the power which the mother's projected images may have for her child and concludes: 

"It is a long journey from identification and projection to a clear and conscious 

relationship. Before this can be accomplished, the magnetic power of the projection must 

be broken by each of the persons involved through bringing the unconscious elements 

into the light of consciousness" (p 77) . 

" ... The things which have the most powerful effect upon children 
do not come from the conscious state of the parents, but from 
their unconscious background .. .. What usually has the 
strongest psychic effect on children is the life which parents 
have not lived ... " (Jung in Wickes, 1927; xvii - xxiii) . 

5.3.. Conclusions 

This chapter has provided a comprehensive overview of the available British and 

American literature pertaining to simultaneous treatment of parent and child. The 

literature review has revealed the range of presenting problems which may be treated via 
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this method; the different ages of the children which may be treated, including pre

latency, pre-adolescent and adolescents; as well as the range of parental pathology and 

how this impinges upon the child's functioning and the treatment endeavour. 

The material reviewed appears to provide strong theoretical and clinical substantiation 

for the claim that analysis of the unique mother-child bond and its unconscious, mutually 

interrelated processes, is of crucial importance in the treatment of disturbed children 

encountered in clinical practice. The case excerpts presented in the course of the review 

are thought to be illustrative of the many developmental repercussions of failures of the 

earlier relationship with the mother, and demonstrate how vulnerable children are to 

wholesale incorporation of their mother's phantastical projections, complying with her 

phatasies in relation to them by processes of projective and introjective identification. For 

this reason, a central concern of the clinician should be to evaluate the persistence of 

unconscious interconnections of a primitive nature between mother and child that may 

be impeding the child's development. 

Essentially, the case material presented points to the need for clinicians to re-examine 

the question of the role of the mother in the child's treatment. On the basis of the 

material presented in the paper thus far, the writer wishes to assert that it seems clear 

that the mother plays a crucial role in the child's development and, by implication, it 

therefore seems almost self evident that where optimal development has been disturbed 

by her, she must of necessity play a crucial role in the child's treatment. Greater 

therapeutic involvement on the part of the mother than has previously generally been the 

case is required. Whether the mother is seen by the child's therapist, by another 

clinician, more frequently or less frequently, is perhaps not the issue. What is of 

importance is that the mother be addressed in a particular way: contact with her should 

focus on involvement with her child, with attention to the unconscious meaning and 

associations held by her in connection with her child, as well as ways in which the child 

fulfils her unconscious expectations in the form of his symptomatology. 
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CHAPTER SIX : SIMULTANEOUS TREATMENT OF MOTHER AND CHILD : A CLINICAL 

ILLUSTRATION 

6.1. Introduction 

The preceding chapter comprised a literature review on simultaneous treatment of parent 

and child. The literature provided a convincing argument, backed by clinical examples, 

that in certain instances treatment of the child does not proceed satisfactorily without 

simultaneous treatment of the more significant parent - who is usually the mother. 

Simultaneous treatment was shown to be invaluable in highlighting the points of 

interaction between the disturbances of mother and child. Where the neurotic symptom, 

the conflict, or regression of a child is anchored not only in the child's own personality, 

but is also held in place by the powerful emotional forces in the parent to whom the child 

is tied, the therapeutic action of treatment may be slowed and in extreme cases, made 

impossible. The case material presented demonstrated instances in which the child's 

symptoms were given up in direct relation to the mother's relinquishing of either a fixed 

pathological position of her own, or in relinquishing her pathological hold on the child. 

This chapter provides a clinical illustration1 of simultaneous treatment of mother and l hild, 

undertaken by two clinicians at a Child Psychiatry Unit from March 1988 to March 1990. 

The case was chosen as it is thought, by the writer, to be illustrative of the possible 

developmental repercussions of failures in the early mother-child relationship. The case 

history and course of treatment vividly demonstrate disturbances in the mother-child 

relationship and the pathogenic effects of persistent unconscious ties between mother 

and child. The writer hopes, in presenting this case illustration, to provide clinical 

substantiation for the theoretical arguments developed in the preceding chapters of this 

paper, as well as to demonstrate the efficacy of the simultaneous treatment approach. 

The writer wishes to stress that the purpose of the case presentation is illustrative : the 

11dentifying details have been altered, to preserve the patients' anonymity. 
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emphasis is on the qualitative aspects of the case material and conclusions drawn are 

not necessarily generalisable to other cases. 

6.2. ANN AND IAN : AN OLD, ARCHAIC WAR IN THE HEBE-AND-NOW 

6.2.1. Description of the Index Patient: 

lan was referred for treatment in March 1988, aged ten years. lan had been in treatment 

at the Unit twice previously: in 1981 , aged 3 years, he presented as hyperactive, 

aggressive and sleepless. The parents entered marital therapy and mother was seen for 

several individual therapy sessions. In 1985, when lan was seven years, he preser ted 

with a major depression. However, mother discontinued his treatment after a few 

sessions and there were no further contacts until he presented for the third time in 1988. 

He is the only child of now divorced, lower-middle-class parents, and lives with his 

mother Ann, and her boyfriend of six years, Kenny. Presenting problems (as described 

by his mother) included several recent instances of stealing, mainly from his mother; 

behaviour problems at the school after-care centre; decreased concentration at school, 

and deterioration in his scholastic performance. In addition, his mother had noted that 

he had seemed 'down' and 'not himself for about three months prior to the referral ; he 

was not listening to her, and she felt that she 'could not get through to him'. 

6.2.2. Highlights of the Family History: 

Mother: Ann, 30 years, a secretary, is the eldest of three children. Her parents divorced 

when she was 13 years and she subsequently had little contact with her father, who 

abused alcohol and was frequently violent towards her. Ann felt that he used to 

understand her completely' but had 'changed completely' after the divorce. She feels that 

Martin, lan's father, is like her father. Although she initially reported that she and her 

mother were close, it later emerged that her mother was not at all emotionally available 

to her as a child. Ann suffers from a debilitating skin disease, of unknown aetiology, 

which is apparently stress-related and incurable. 
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The writer now wishes to illustrate, in chapter six, by means of a case from clinical 

practice, · her view that failures in the mother-infant relationship lead to 

psychopathological elements in the child. These are then perpetuated by the mother, 

who participates in the psychopathology and remains invested in its continuation. The 

writer hopes that the clinical material presented will demonstrate to the reader how the 

simultaneous treatment approach facilitated the recovery of the child. 
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Father: Martin, 31 years, is the second of four siblings. His parents divorced when he 

was eight years; violence was a feature within the family. His relationship with his 

parents was extremely negative. He was described by Ann as immature, unstable, 

unpredictable, and softhearted (words she often used later to describe her father). Martin 

takes no responsibility for lan, is selfish, and she feels she 'can't get through to him'. 

Marital Relationship: The parents married in 1978, separated in 1983, and were 

divorced in 1984. Ann felt that she could not communicate with Martin; that he was 

always out drinking and never there for her, when she needed him. Since the divorce, 

Ann has lived with Kenny, 28 years - a very quiet, reserved person, who comes from a 

large, affectionate family. Martin married again in 1986; his wife has a son lan's age. 

The marriage is fraught with conflict and violence. 

6.2.3. Highlights of the Index Patient's Developmental History 

The Primary Relationship 

The mother-child relationship was problematic from the outset. Mother reported that lan 

was a difficult, aggressive baby, who screamed continuously, ate poorly, had colic, hardly 

slept and Ann "couldn't stand it" . At two years he developed viral meningitis and was 

hospitalised for a week; mother was asked not to visit him. Ann subsequently returned 

to work and lan started creche. He started school aged six-and-a-half years and coped 

reasonably well. 

Functioning at the Time of Referral 

Prior to his referral in 1988, lan was generally a happy, enthusiastic and energetic child, 

but then became lethargic, lost interest in all his usual activities, complained of boredom, 

was unable to concentrate at school and seemed exhausted. He began to tell lies, 

started stealing, sulked if asked to do anything, was selfish and just wanted to play. He 

had begun to wake up at night, and then was unable to fall asleep again; he sometimes 

sleep-walked and screamed in his sleep. 
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6.2.4. Highlights of the Psychiatric Assessment 

Mother: Ann presented with a coping facade and was extremely adept at hiding her 

serious depression and very poor self-esteem. She was deeply fearful of entering 

intimate relationships, lest she be let down. The assessment revealed that Ann used 

projection as her major defence and that she had in fact projected most of her 

problematic images and feelings out of herself and into lan, so that he was carrying all 

her problems. He had become the 'container' for her projections and she consequently 

perceived him as having the problems and herself as problem-free. He became, from 

early on, the container for her primitive, unconscious phantasies and therefore came to 

represent the hostile, dangerous object. 

Ann related to lan primarily through projective identification, perceiving in him all her own 

feelings of badness and inadequacy, as well as her feelings of abandonment and 

depression. lan also stood for her image of others (especially of her father and ex-

husband) whom she perceived as having ill-treated her and having let her down, and she .... 

consequently felt ill-treated and let down by her child. Ann attacked lan continually for 

all her hurts and distress. Her major expressed feeling was anger, with very little 

expression of affection. Initially however, she was unwilling to acknowledge that she 

herself had any difficulties and was unable to address these for some time. 

Cb.il.d: On assessment, it was established that lan was seriously depressed. He felt 

himself to be all bad and the cause of the emotional problems of the family. He felt 

abandoned by both his parents and was afraid of being further abandoned by his mother. 

To prevent catastrophe, he had developed obsessive compulsive rituals; he seemed 

unable to think about anything other than ghosts and could not allow himself to relax and 

sleep for fear that the ghosts could cause bad things to happen at night. He was 

concerned about his mother's mental state and feared that he was responsible for it. 
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6.3. Treatment 

6.3.1. Initial Phase : Joint treatment of mother and child, by one therapist 

Because Ann initially did not experience herself as having any difficulties, did not at first 

see the need for any treatment for herself and would not accept treatment without lan, 

she and lan were seen together for joint sessions every alternate week and Ann was 

seen alone every other alternate week. In the course of these sessions, which continued 

for a ten-month period (from March 1988 to December 1988) the nature and strength of 

Ann's projections onto lan became very clear to the therapist. lan's stealing stopped as 

soon as it was interpreted to him that he felt that he was like a very bad robber, and his 

mother began to understand that his behaviour was in response to her interactions with 

him. His depression lifted on a course of anti-depressants but he became depressed 

_again towards the end of this first year in treatment {1988) as there had been no 

fundamental change in terms of his having to receive and live Ann's projections. 

At the end of that year it was agreed that he should repeat standard two {as it seemed 

unlikely that he would cope in standard three); the following year he began to do well at 

school with remedial help. 

It was only after ten months of joint treatment that the therapist felt Ann was ready to 

engage in her own therapy and that lan would benefit from having his own therapy. 

Although Ann's projections were not altered in the course of the joint-sessions, she did 

begin to focus more on her own issues and with this she became more and more overtly 

depressed. At this time, I an drew a picture of her (FIGURE 1, p71) saying: "All her 

problems are coming out". Ann's essential conflicts were centred around relationship 

difficulties, her "people problem" as she called it. She maintained that she did not need 

people and would rather be alone. Yet, she was intensely affected by what she felt 

people did to her - that they exploited her and attempted to get things from her, or 

envied her and tried to take away what she had. As a result of her emotional deprivation 

in childhood, and the loss of her father's understanding, she continuously expected to 

be deprived of what she had and her horror of lan's stealing derived from this. 
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Ann's convincing coping facade was developed in order to get rid of vulnerabilities~ and 

needs, so that she could not be hurt again. The skin illness which she suffers fr~m is 

the only way in which she is able to acknowledge vulnerability and it was perceived by 

her therapist as serving as a symbolic representation of her emotional illness. Her true 

self-image was made up of qualities such as no-good, all wrong, stupid, silly, bad, 

inadequate. These images she projected into Jan completely, so that there were I one 

of them left in her conscious self-image or in the way she came across. Together with 

projections onto Jan of her object images (that is, stealing, unreliable, unco-operr ive, 

selfish etc.) these projections onto him were the cause of his depression. I His 

unconscious perception of his entanglement with his mother is illustrated in FIGU E 2 

(p73) the picture he drew immediately before beginning his own individual therap 

Therapists, in Collaboration with One Another 

The initial ten-month phase of the treatment, in which mother and child were seen j 

every alternate week and mother was seen alone every other alternate week b the 

same therapist for 'counselling' sessions, focused almost entirely on Ann's probler s in 

managing Jan. Gradually, as she became more conscious of her own difficultiel the 

focus began to shift towards her own internal conflicts and with this Ann became more 

overtly depressed. Finally, she was able to acknowledge her own difficuhies an1 was 

ready to enter individual therapy with the therapist who had undertaken the earlie joint 

sessions. 

Jan at this point (February 1989) entered individual therapy with another therapist. The 

two therapists concerned met regularly with one another, to exchange thera . eutic 

material and to discuss the mental state of both mother and child. Both clinicianJ also 

met separately with their respective supervisors for further analysis of the case mJterial 

which emerged in the two therapies. After 15 months of therapy Jan's functionin~ had 

improved to such an extent that his therapy was terminated (April1990) . His functibning 
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FIGURE 2: ARCHAIC ENGULFMENT 
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has remained stable, to date. His mother has continued in individual therapy. 

The two therapies are presented simultaneously, showing the interrelationship and 

overlapping of psychic material between mother and child which emerged at various 

intervals in treatment. The divisions in the clinical material presented occur at the points 

in the two therapies when the interlocking processes between mother and child emel ged 

most clearly. 

lan presented for therapy as an attractive, very well mannered nine year old who as, 

interestingly, usually dressed in play clothes which often matched his mother's outfit He 

was anxious to please and extremely sensitive to underlying meanings. In the 15 mr ths 

he was in therapy there was seldom direct communication between him and the ther pist: 

in most sessions he drew, pictures which started out as a simple scene and which 

then progress to a more complex theme. Occasionally he would model plasticine. hen 

he talked his apparently every-day themes were taut with underlying meaning and here 

were frequently two conversations in progress: an apparently superficial one aboi t, for 

example, fishing or skateboarding, which usually disguised a serious deeper 

communication about his fears and wishes. The therapist therefore had to rep11 in a 

similar manner, that is, on the superficial level, but in a way which nevertheless conr yed 

an understanding of the disguised deeper communication. Any attempts to address an 

issue directly resulted in withdrawal into himself and termination of the conversatidn, or 

destruction of the drawing. 

In the first session, lan drew a fish enclosed inside jaws with sharp pointed eeth. 

(FIGURE 3, p75). He said this was a baby killer whale [himseltp about to be eaten by 

1The writer's interpretive comments clarifying aspects of the clinical material are aced 
within square brackets. 
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FIGURE 3 : DANGEROUS MATERNAL ENGULFMENT 
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a shark [mother]. It was a tough little whale which tried to defend itself but wa not 

strong enough to escape from the danger. A diver [therapist] came to see if he could 

help the whale and shot some arrows at the shark. But the water was murky becr se 

of the struggle and he couldn't see to aim so hurt the whale. Eventually, the diver 

decided that drastic methods were required and used dynamite to blow up the shark. 

This led to the death of the baby whale - who didn't deserve to live anyway, because he 

was so bad. The diver would then shrug his shoulders and leave - he'd done his best 

and it didn't work - it couldn't be helped [lan was questioning whether the therapist ·ould 

in fact 'rescue' him from the engulfment he experienced as a result of his mother's 

unconscious projections, or whether the therapist would fail and he would 'go u der', 

further lose his sense of self and become more bad - just as his mother made hi feel 

and expected him to be]. This drawing took the whole session. lan was distressed, pale 

and kept asking to lie down as he was tired out and needed to sleep. By the end or. the 

session he had decided that the diver would return to see if he could rescue the hale 

after all. 

In the second session, he drew a man struggling to keep the balance between two 

unequal weights and in the third session he drew FIGURE 4 (p77) which exhausted him, 

and which he refused to discuss. [An unconscious communication conveying bot j his 

anger and his woundedness]. After this session, he began visiting his father regularly 
I . 

(which he had not previously done) though expressing very ambivalent feelings about 

him. He started to become more relaxed and in the fifth session modelled a bird pe1 ing 

its way out of an egg on which he scratched the words : 'It is a bird' and 'it is hate ling'. 

[This seemed to indicate that lan was feeling less engulfed by his mother and was 

his own journey of separation, differentiation and individuation]. He then modell . d a 

basket with the lid open, full of buried treasure and asked the therapist to keep it [the J eby 

indicating that there was a great deal that was still 'buried', unconscious, which still had 

to be searched for - but that the way was open and he had entrusted, symbolicall~, all 
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FIGURE 4 : WOUNDED AND ANGRY 
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this precious material to the therapist, indicating that he thought she would keep it sal fe, 

contain it and would be there with him as he uncovered it]. 

I 
However, · after this session he became very reluctant to do anything in therapy; I he 

refused to touch any materials or to talk and actually kept falling asleep. The thera~ist's 

impression was that separation issues might be arising ie that 'hatching' was a scary 

business and lan was therefore afraid to use material that might betray his inner ost 

feelings. At this time, Ann's therapist reported from mother's material that at hom lan 

had been distant and uncommunicative; he was also manifesting separation an' iety 

symptoms, objecting and clinging to his mother whenever she wanted to go out. 

mental state was giving cause for concern as she was becoming more and ore 

depressed as she engaged in therapy. I an's lethargy and sleepiness in the th I rapy 

sessions seemed to be a powerful reflection of his unconscious identification wit his 

mother's psychic state, a mirror-reflection of her depression. 

Over the ensuing few weeks lan spoke about streams and oceans and of all the t ings 

he had found in them - some of them very precious treasures and also dar and 

dangerous things. His discoveries varied from week to week and seemed to reflect what 

was happening in his unconscious. Water, as the symbol of the unconscious, he d the 

treasured aspects of his 'self' which had previously not been able to emerge due o his 

mother's powerful negative unconscious processes operating, impinging upo and 

delaying the emergence of his 'subjectivity' (cf Walt, 1986). Also becoming conscious 

were his ambivalent and angry feelings towards his mother - the 'dark and dang rous 

things'. 

lan then began to appear depressed and brought an aura of loneliness into the room with 

him. His mental state again paralleled that of his mother's at the time; he sel med 

'infected' by her state, became increasingly lethargic and unable to function. At /about 

this time, his mother reported to her therapist that lan was getting to be "the little man"-
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very independent and choosing to visit his father rather than go out with her. jAnn 

appeared to be having difficulty coming to terms with lan's increasing separation from 

her, her depression deepened and her therapist was concerned about a suicide risk. 

In the next session, lan drew an Alien (FIGURE 5, p80) - a scorned, unloveable and 

stupid creature, who had found an arrow, thrown it to see what would happen and had 

only succeeded in hurting himself. He deserved no sympathy. lan's thera ist's 

impression was that lan had been experimenting with his own aggression - 'the dark and 

dangerous things' - and had hurt himself. She also felt that something inside was 

starting to come alive. Collaborating with Ann's therapist, lan's therapist established that 

Ann was giving lan a very hard time [hence his Alien feelings) but he was standin up 

to her and holding his own ... 

In his next session lan drew what he described as "a baby picture", which he I uld 

never do at school (FIGURE 6, p80). The duck (mother) laid an egg [her 'unhatched' 

psyche) in the ocean, but she would have to be pushed down onto the bottom to j ake 

her sit on it and she would have to be held there (by her therapist] as she wouldn t do 

it herself. When asked if the duck would survive this, lan measured the depth o the 

ocean and then the duck's neck and said she wouldn't drown. The egg would hatcJ out 

a creature half duck and half fish, which was doomed, because the duck part [cons, ous 

ego) would have to leave the water to breath, but the fish part [unconscious id) l uld 

then die and drag it back under the water [the internal struggle would be too great]. lThe · 

duck would then eat the dead fish [mother would swallow ie. repress the unconsCious 

conflicts] . lan's therapist noted that there was no tension during this session; the matbrial 

which had emerged did not appear to be his own. (When producing material that was 

clearly his own, he would be distressed and exhausted). On comparing the material 

which mother and child had produced in their respective sessions on this day, the 

symbolic material presented in lan's drawing very clearly 'belonged' to his mother. 
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In the simultaneous session in which lan drew his duck picture (FIGURE 6, p80). Ann 

spoke in her therapy session of feeling 'slowed down, extremely tired and unable to 

function; she felt her fingers wouldn't work properly'. Retrospective reflection on the part 

of the two therapists illuminated the symbolism of !an's duck picture. That is, that Ann 

was not feeling able or prepared to work on her issues (contained in the egg) ; she ould 

need holding down ie support from her therapist; with help she would survive this di ·cult 

time, though she would initially not succeed with unconscious issues. 

Ann said she had had her thyroid tested and was disappointed that this was norj al -

she'd hoped this was the 'cause' of her tiredness. The doctor had said she was 

depressed .. . she maintained she wasn't feeling depressed, she was feeling ill. nn's 

therapist said that this feeling reminded her of Ann's previous fear of slowing down and 

stopping completely, if she let go and stopped trying to cope. Her fear was interp ted 

as one of being dependant and of having no one to take care of her. 

Ann's feeling continued in the next few sessions. She became concerned tha her 

therapist would become bored with her repetitiveness, that work colleagues woul 

her to leave if she tried to make them understand and that even the doctors woul 

they couldn't deal with it, if she tried to make them see how really bad she felt. She 

told the therapist that she'd felt terrible the day before, at work. Her therapist comme ted 

(inaccurately) on how often Ann told her about how bad she'd felt another day, but 

she came to therapy she was feeling better or didn't say how bad she felt. Ann 

agree. 

The following week, Ann telephoned to say she would not be able to come to her session 

as she was going into hospital. When the therapist saw her tor her session in ho+ tal, 

Ann said that after the last session she just wanted to go away from everybody, not even 

see her therapist. She'd wondered: "What must I do to get her to believe me?" - ~he'd 
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thought that the therapist's comment had meant that she too, like all other people didn't 

believe how badly she felt and didn't understand her. Ann spoke of her anxiety th the 

doctors would say she's not ill, that there is nothing wrong with her. Even though she 

was still so tired, they kept saying it was depression. 

Ann said that it was exactly as she'd always feared - it felt like she would never get up 

again. She feared having to depend on people - they wouldn't be reliable. She the told 

her therapist how important her therapy days had become for her and how close t ' the 

therapist she felt; her therapist talked again of how terrible it must have felt for Ann, hen 

she didn't understand her the previous time. Ann cried and spoke of how nervou she 

is of people - she feels she can't talk properly, her face is all skew - she feels all wJ ong, 

like a helpless child, who needs to be looked after. She related her 'all wrong' fe llings 

to lan, who also feels like this and said: "I've done this to him ... we're both dying in, ide". 

(lan's 'scorned, unloveable and stupid Alien' picture, drawn a few weeks prior to Ann's 

admission, seemed on reflection, to symbolise both his own, and his mother's feeli gs] . 

When the therapist saw Ann in hospital the following week, she had been told that here 

was nothing medically wrong with her; she felt angry that they didn't believe her. She 

said the doctors used to be kind and caring, but now they weren't. She had felt ~ ared 

for - like a child in hospital; she felt so small and the doctor seemed so huge. 

A week after lan had drawn his "duck picture" FIGURE 6 (pBO) he dr~w FIGURE 7 ( 83). 

The skateboard rider [himself] had taken a risk, got scared and jumped off at th last 

minute. As a punishment for this, a saw had been erected which could destro, his 

skateboard. However, this rider would return with a new skateboard and try agai (he 

has courage and ego strengths] . 
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FIGURE 7 : THE SKATEBOARD BIDER 
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His therapist noted that throughout the therapy had been running the theme of an's 

badness, his sense of shame and his feeling that he could not relax and be hi 

When his mother was admitted to hospital, lan's anxiety levels increased and his or 

self-esteem became increasingly apparent, together with his expectations that j ople 

would see only the bad side of him. He made a letter for his mother, telling her that he 

loved her, but would not give it to her in case she didn't want it. 

lan's mid-year school report was very good, but after the holiday his first session was 

tense. He blurted out that his father was going to live in Durban and he admitt d to 

feeling empty and aching. He then cut off and drew FIGURE 8 (p85). He sai the 

therapist must find where the treasure was buried - she had one chance only. [The 

treasure was at the X under the 'no entry ' sign]. He elaborated on the drawing: The 

man pan] had come to the picnic ground and gone across the stream to the other t de. 

It had started raining over the picnic area [he was feeling weepy and let down]. H I had 

come to where two streams [representing his unconscious relationship with his father) 

went under ground and there was a 'no entry' notice. The forbidden area contl ined 

graves [containing the angry and painful feelings which had to be buried) - he q ickly 

corrected himself and said it was snakes and dangerous. [His entanglement wit his 

mother]. 

lan became impatient with the therapist's questions and ordered her to find the treas re -

which she did - buried under the 'no entry' notice. He then drew a bridge ove the 

stream and said the man could now get back to his picnic [lan had 'by-passeb'the 

feelings because they were too painful to confront) . The therapist observed that tere 
had been a great deal of tension during the session and she viewed this picture as ' ing 

of key importance in the therapy. lan's 'communication' was respected and no f rther 

attempts were made by her to explore his sense of loss. 
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FIGURE 8: BURIED TREASURE AT THE PICNIC 
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For the next few weeks lan's defences were high: sessions were spent talking out 

aeroplanes - he seemed to be trying to come to terms with his father's possible move 

by concentrating on practical matters. However, his misery surfaced painfully in the next 

drawing he did (FIGURE 9, p87) which he described as "an ugly, wicked skolly dog" 

[himself] thrown away at birth and living in a dustbin, drinking from a leaky glass. He was 

surrounded by fire to keep him away from nice people and someone had pierced his 

heart with an arrow. No one would be moved to rescue this dog. There was no ~ope 
for him [he was conveying his own sense of abandonment and rejection] . 

lan's depressed mood continued for about a month, after which he again seemed1ore 

cheerful and drew a picture of a war - a very old war in which destruction and con sion 

reigned (FIGURE 10, p87). It was about possession of a rich and fertile land. nee 

again, during this session, his therapist was struck by the seeming incongruency of iood 
- the war of destruction, yet lan's mood was light and the material appeared not to be 

his own. 

For a while after her hospital experience, Ann was devastated, feeling that the 

understanding father (represented by the doctors and hospital staff) had again le her 

down. She was extremely upset and after reliving painful childhood memories then tried 

to get rid of all her feelings in an attempt to retrieve her 'coping facade'. She read oks 

on macrobiotics and tried to cure herself of her illness, so that she would not nee the 

doctors. During this time she began to complain again of lan's behaviour - his ul co

operativeness, his irresponsible and selfish attitude and spoke of his similarity to his no

good father. [It was at this time that lan drew his "skolly dog" picture (FIGURE 9, p 7)]. 

Ann's projections into him of all her bad feelings, together with her uncons ·ious 

phantasies of him having 'inherited 'or taken on all his father's "badness", coloure her 
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FIGURE 9: SKOLLY DOG 
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perceptions of him and his actual behaviour to such an extent that lan actr lly 

experienced himself as ugly, wicked, no-good- in fact, that he had to be kept away from 

all nice people, condemned to a life of badness, without hope. 

After a period in which Ann maintained her defensive stance, external changes 

to occur and gradually she allowed more feelings to emerge. She began to 

herself at work and with other people and began to get in touch with the aggres ive, 

assertive side of herself, which felt entitled to have what she wanted. She herseiJ felt 

aggressive and nasty; her therapist experienced her as having mellowed, having ber me 

more vulnerable - very different from the raging person she had been the previous year. 

In one session, she told her therapist all her fantasies of revenge on the people who had 

hurt, betrayed and abandoned her. She felt anxious about her murderous wishes, as if 

she was sitting on a time bomb. The therapist felt that Ann's explosive internal situ tion 

was superbly expressed (unconsciously) in Jan's picture of the 'old war' (FIGUR 10, 

p87). Her war was indeed an old war, even though the explosive feelings were then 

being currently experienced. A great deal of work had to be done with her feelings and 

she was able to relate them more and more to original childhood feelings of bei g let 

down by her father and of feeling that he was stolen away from her. She also addressed 

feelings about her mother, who had ridiculed her feelings and opinions and made ~e/ feel 

that they were not allowed. She observed: "I'm not allowed to exist". 

After the session in which he drew the "old war" (FIGURE 10, p87) lan went it to a 

prolonged period devoted to the subject of skateboards. He talked about them, rew 

them, described tricks, even brought his own to show his therapist. They seem • d to 

have an importance which consumed him and to have deep inner significancJ It 

I 
became evident that his developing male identity was bound up with his capacity to 

. I 
perform on a skateboard and he was concerned that what h1s mother, father and enny 
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were prepared to give him was insufficient for his needs. His sense of deprivation me 

through very strongly. 

He started to act out at home and began confronting his father for making promises and 

then letting him down. He discovered that his father could accept his anger and nothing 

terrible happened and he started to show some self-confidence. For the first time in I ine 

months of therapy, he spent an entire session angrily criticising his parents; he felt hey 

both lied to him, talked to suit themselves and treated him like an idiot. He admitted that 

at times he could not stand his mother and he wanted to tell her so but reckoned that 

she would not be able to take it, as his father had. He also indicated that if he wasn't 

doing so well it was because he wasn't getting any help, rather than because there as 

something wrong with him pe. If he had a better skateboard, he would be doing first 

class ... ]. 

After this outburst, he was noticeably more cheerful and confident. He drew a picture of 

a hand (FIGURE 11, p90). He admitted that in this picture, everything was alive exclept 

tor a small part that was rather dead-looking (as opposed to earlier pictures where ~ly 
a small part would be colourful and alive) and that that was the way things were now pe 

he was no longer feeling depressed]. He reckoned that the central part could per aps 

be coloured in very faintly too, because it was alive. He started colouring the diamo ds, 

and said that they weren't perfect but it wasn't important, it wasn't necessary tJ do 

everything perfectly pndicating an integration of both good and bad aspects of himJelij. 

He continued with this latter thought for a few weeks, repeating it often in relation to hat 

he was doing. He seemed delighted by this new discovery and became visibly 

confident and relaxed. 
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FIGURE 11 : COMING ALIVE 
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In November 1989, after ten months of simultaneous therapy, Ann's therapist was a\ ay; 

lan was brought by his mother to see his therapist. He seemed tense and unwilling, and 

eventually expressed his anger at having to attend therapy, when his mother did not, 

because he now believed that it was his mother who had problems rather j an 

himself, but that everyone, as usual, was blaming him and making him pay. This issue 

was explored over two sessions, as well as his feeling that his mother considered him 

stupid and bad, and that Kenny never really considered what he had to say. He 

expressed unhappiness, considerable anger, and a desire to hurt the adults in his life, 

as they hurt him. However, he terminated his sessions by modifying his opini ns, 

mentioning redeeming features and by saying that things were going to be better - his 

row was over now ... 

From then on he was a different child. He had an excellent end of year report and \ on 

a prize. For a while, it looked as though he was overconfident and accepting \ no 

responsibility for any interpersonal conflicts that arose. Gradually this seemed to settle. 

He persisted with the theme of skateboards and issues of growing up and needing + e 

company and examples were explored. He decided that Kenny was not helping and that 

while his father's contribution was not the very best, it would do - it was enough. He 

said he felt his father was doing a better job with him than his mother, but confided that 

he was not angry or disappointed, because he now realised she was doing the best Jhe 

could. However, he did wish that things could be better and commented that his mo1 er 

was unable to give things, or to enjoy what she had. He was happy to do withbut 

therapy for the entire Christmas holidays. 

In the New Year, lan did not want to come to therapy, was initially somewhat subdued 

and again preoccupied with skateboards. However, in the fourth session after the 

holidays, he produced the drawing of a ship(himselij; strong, forging ahead in st, y 
seas with a strong wind blowing (FIGURE 12, p92), The ship was travelling at sp, , 
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FIGURE 12: FORGING STRONGLY AHEAD IN STORMY SEAS 
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with cannon firing, to tell everyone on shore it had weathered the storm and was coming 

in safely .. . 

After this, lan started playing games of 'Baddies and Goodies' in which tame animals and 

Goodies won. The therapy sessions were relaxed and comfortable and he and his 

therapist played games. His difficulty in stating his own views and preferences was 

discussed, as well as his tendency to try and gauge other people's needs and wishes 

rather than just getting on with his life. The subject of termination was broached and he 

eventually, with help, made his decision to terminate (March 1990). He appeared sad, 

with a sense of loss and in the last session asked what would happen if he should want 

to come back to his therapist again; he accepted the therapist's telephone number. 

ANN 

As therapy progressed Ann began to realise more and more how she prevented people 

from getting close to her because of her "protections" as she put it. That is, her need to 

prevent herself from getting hurt again. Her feeling of being used by people remained 

very strong and was repeatedly projected during this period onto lan who, she said, 

completely disregarded her feelings. (lan was at this time ruthlessly demanding 

skateboards from her and was reportedly extremely difficult to manage). 

Prior to this, her therapist had not interpreted her projections, as she felt Ann needed 

them and would experience interpretation as an attack. At this point, her therapist felt 

she was ready and interpreted that she thought that when Ann felt hurt by people, she 

saw lan as if he was all the people who had hurt her and then she acted towards him 

as if he was these people. Ann accepted this and said that lan doesn't only remind her 

of his father, but also of her father. She said she didn't want to harm him by doing this 

to him. 
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In the next session she again reported that Jan was difficult - he was not what she had 

expected from her child. Again, the therapist interpreted it as her perception of him. Ann 

then told her therapist she had been having anxiety attacks - she felt that there was 

about to be a disaster all the time. She imagined something happening to Jan and so 

begged him not to go in the road on his skateboard. She was having to clean the house 

all the time, otherwise she felt guilty. 

In a later session, Ann said that her anxiety had decreased, but that she was still 

cleaning all the time. She referred to what the therapist had said about how she 

perceives others in I an and said: "I don't want to be the cause of all his problems". 

Although the therapist could have reassured her at this point, she felt it was necessary 

for Ann to face her part in her child's problems, so she just reflected her pain. Ann then 

spoke of conscious wishes she'd had to hurt Jan and about which she felt terrible. (Her 

anxiety about I an being harmed then became clear). The therapist was then also able 

to tell her that Jan's stealing symbolised her (Ann's) feelings of people taking from her 

and Ann was able to accept this. Gradually too, she began to realise how her own 

feelings of inadequacy made her suspicious of other people's motives towards her. 

Ann became more and more in touch with her own feelings of inadequacy and her 

neediness. She spoke of her altered perceptions of the world: she felt disillusioned -

everyone was just ordinary, not good or bad, just ordinary. She had thought her father 

and her uncle and her brother and his wife were so perfect - they were never really like 

that, just ordinary. Jan is not perfect, or all bad , just normal. Thus, from perceiving 

people as being either perfect or all bad, she began to be able to see them as normal 

and ordinary and then also began to feel more acceptance within herself. 

Ann is still in therapy and she still has a long journey ahead of her before she will be 

able to establish the world as a truly good place, in which she can allow herself to be 

needy within it. With respect to Jan however, her perceptions of him have altered 
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radically in accordance with her altered internal objects. This altered perception of him 

has enabled her to relate to him in an appropriate way, rather than in accordance with 

her phantasised, distorted perceptions of him. By owning her projections, Ann has freed 

her child, enabling him to continue along his path of differentiation and individuation, 

largely unhampered by the burdensome, inherited legacy which she so unconsciously 

bestowed upon him from very early on. 

6.4. Discussion and Concluding Comments 

The clinical material presented above highlights significant aspects of 15 months of 

simultaneous treatment of a mother and her child. Representative vignettes were related 

from the two respective therapies in order to bring to life the theoretical claims made in 

the preceding chapters of this paper. In concluding the presentation, the writer will 

attempt to discuss the ways in which the case illustrates the pathogenic effect which the 

mother's unconscious legacy bestowed upon lan and the subsequent impairments in lao's 

functioning which resulted from these maternal impingements. Essentially, the case 

material presented demonstrates how lao's symptoms were given up in direct relation to 

his mother relinquishing a pathological position of her own and in this way contributed 

to his recovery. 

6.4.1. Clinical Observations and Implications 

The background data to the case suggests that there may have been early indicators -

which pointed to the early mother-child relationship impairment - when lan presented 

for treatment for the first time in 1981, aged three years. At that time, mother reported 

that their relationship had been an extremely difficult one from the outset. The writer 

proposes that had the more subtle nuances of this relationship been explored more 

deeply at the time and, more specifically, had the presence of persistent unconscious 

interconnections of a primitive nature between mother and child been evaluated, the 

extent of the difficulties on the mother-child locus is likely to have been more apparent. 

Detailed exploration of the mother's childhood experiences would have provided the 
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clinician with the key to some of the unconscious meanings and expectations which Ann 

held in relation to her child, and which were being fulfilled by lan, even at that early 

stage, in the form of his symptomatology. Essentially, the case highlights the need for 

a form of assessment and treatment in which the unconscious interdependence between 

mother and child is brought to light and addressed. The simultaneous treatment 

approach, which was subsequently used in this instance, appears to have done precisely 

this. 

By the time lan presented for therapy for the third time in 1988, he had been the object 

of, and receptacle for, his mother's projections for a ten year period, during which time 

his ability to function in interpersonal, scholastic and emotional spheres had been 

increasingly impaired. This observation appears to substantiate the conclusion drawn in 

the preceding chapter that maternal impingements result in subsequent impediments in 

the child's psychological development. On assessment in 1988, the clinician concerned, 

infonned by an object relations orientation, was immediately able to diagnose the locus 

of the problem as being that of the mother, locked into a pathological relationship with 

her child, in which her interactions were dictated by distorted, unconscious, archaic object 

images. On the basis of this understanding, she initially defined the treatment boundary 

as that of the mother-child unit and offered joint treatment, respecting that the mother 

was not able to acknowledge her own difficulties at that time and that she needed to 

engage Ann via treatment of the mother-child relationship - if Ann was to be engaged 

in treatment at all. 

The clinical material clearly shows, however, that lan was unable to begin his recovery 

until Ann had undergone fundamental change in terms of her internal object and self 

images, following which he no longer had to receive and live her projections. This clinical 

observation appears to support the writer's earlier contention that where the mother's 

pathology is not addressed, where treatment remains at a superficial conscious or pre

conscious level, without unconscious material being addressed, treatment of the child 
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alone is largely ineffectual (cf chapter five). In addition, this observation supports the 

writer's plea for greater utilisation of an object relations approach, in which the 

relationship between real, external people and internal images and residues of relations 

with them and the significance of these residues for psychic functioning, are taken into 

account. 

lan's drawings repeatedly demonstrated the extent to which he was attuned to his 

mother's emotional state, as well as his unconscious understanding of their disturbed 

relationship. FIGURE 1 (p71) portrays his understanding of his mother's sense of 

aloneness and desperation. FIGURE 2 (p73) strikingly conveys his unconscious 

perception of his entanglement with his mother, that is, a relationship in which he is 

completely engulfed by an environment comprised of persecutory and dangerous objects 

which have the ability to injure him. This unconscious theme is repeated in FIGURE 3 

(p75) in which lan, symbolised by the baby killer whale, is completely enclosed within the 

(maternal) shark jaws and is about to be eaten. 

The writer suggests that these two drawings encapsulate, symbolically, the essence of 

lan's relationship with his mother from early infancy onwards and that the basis of this 

pathological relationship was in fact laid prior to lan's birth during Ann's pregnancy, or 

even earlier. It seems likely that the phantasies which Ann had concerning her baby 

were already deeply embedded in her psyche, infused with meanings associated with 

her own history (cf chapter four). Ann's 'phantasy baby' served as a container for the 

largely negative aspects of all her early object-relationships. Once born, baby lan, with 

his early difficulties, served only to confirm these primitive, anxious phantasies and came 

to represent a hostile, dangerous object rather than an ameliorative, restorative object 

for her. Through the early largely negative 'currency' of phantasy which Ann 'fed' lan, 

she unconsciously assigned to him many dangerous, unwanted aspects of herself; her 

provision of a largely hostile, uncontaining maternal matrix precluded lan's optimal 

psychological development. 
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The 'normal' destructive impulses and phantasies postulated by Melanie Klein (1946, 

1955b) and characteristic of early infancy seem, in lan's experience, to have been 

compounded by the destructive impulses and phantasies which his mother projected 

onto him from very early on, which did not subside in infancy and which engulfed him 

even at the start of therapy. Therefore, even though he was a 'tough little whale' 

(FIGURE 3, p75) and tried to defend himself, he was aware that he was not strong 

enough to escape from the danger of the powerful hold which his mother's unconscious 

projections had over him and that he needed the diver-therapist's help to rescue him. 

Hence, it was only within the containing safety of a supportive, nurturing and 'holding' 

therapeutic environment that lan began to feel able to attempt to start 'hatching' and to 

resume the developmental tasks which had been forestalled by maternal impingements. 

Not unpredictably (cf chapter five, p58) there occurred at this point in lan's therapy an 

impasse: unconsciously, he responded to his mother's anxiety surrounding his separation 

from her. The impasse was the result of Ann's unconscious resistance, at the time 

when lan was attempting with the help of treatment, to dissolve the disturbed relationship 

with her. Ann seemed to sense that she was loosing her 'projection container', which in 

effect meant that she would be forced into confronting her projections, which she could 

no longer displace and disown, as lan was no longer accepting them. lan however, was 

able to withstand her attempts to maintain her pathological hold over him; as he 

continued on a phase of psychological growth, Ann grew more and more depressed. lan 

was able to take risks and made attempts to integrate the positive and negative aspects 

of himself - the 'very precious treasures' ie. the fragile, vulnerable and good parts which 

had to be protected from his mother, as well as the 'dark and dangerous things' - his 

feelings of anger, aggression, hostility and hatred which he was experiencing towards 

her. 

Symptoms of depression were manifested simultaneously in the therapies of both 

mother and child, providing further clinical substantiation for the existence of an 
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unconscious interrelationship between the processes of mother and child. lan became 

depressed, both as an unconscious response reflecting his mother's mental state, as well 

as in response to his fear of abandonment by her, as she became emotionally 

unavailable and increasingly hostile towards him, making him feel unloveable and 

unwanted, and projecting her own feelings of being 'all wrong' and out of place into him -

so that he felt like an Alien (FIGURE 5, pBO). 

The "duck picture" (FIGURE 6, pBO) provided a clear indication that he perceived, at an 

unconscious level, his mother's psychic predicament and struggle and her need for help 

with this. Simultaneously, in her concurrent session, Ann spoke about feeling unable 

to function and shortly thereafter, went into hospital in a desperate attempt · to avoid 

confronting her emotional state and to find instead a physiological "cause" for her 

depression. Finally, after being faced with irrefutable medical evidence that there was 

nothing medically wrong with her, and in her state of vulnerability, she was able to 

acknowledge her own distress, to perceive lan's pain and to acknowledge her part in 

lan's difficulties. 

In contrast to his mother's debilitating psychic immobilisation, lan the skateboarder took 

great risks and would return - even in the face of great danger - to try again (FIGURE 

7, p83). Despite greater psychic integration however, the possibility of being abandoned 

by his father (if he went to live elsewhere) could not be tolerated by lan's still fragile self

structure and hence he needed tore-erect his defence system, to protect his vulnerable 

self, shutting out even his therapist (FIGURE 8, p85) . "Skolly dog" (FIGURE 9, p87) 

symbolised his feelings of abandonment, rejection, helplessness and aloneness, with no 

one to depend on or to help him out of his misery. 

Another striking example of lan's unconscious knowledge of his mother's mental state 

appeared in his picture of the "old war" (FIGURE 10, p87). The writer views this 

symbolic depiction as a crucial example in view of the simultaneous treatment approach 
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advocated in this paper. In essence: The simultaneous approach appears to have 

facilitated the confrontation, playing out and resolution of Ann's psychic war (with her 

internal object images) which had become a mother-child war, played out in the here

and-now. Ann's archaic phantasies, which were an accumulation of her childhood 

experiences, formed the legacy which she transferred onto lan. Her unconscious 

projections resulted in the destruction and confusion which constituted ran's external 

world and which were internalised by him. Gradually, within the safety of her therapy, 

she was able to confront her actual war, ie the war within herself, which was about the 

struggle against her own legacy, inherited in the course of development and which she 

needed to overcome, in order to experience the riches of psychological integrity and 

wholeness. 

As Ann began to be in touch with her negative, angry feelings and to relate them to her 

childhood experiences, it was no longer necessary for lan to carry the projections for her 

and this freed him to embark upon essential developmental tasks. In the course of this 

process, he faced the inadequacies of all the important adults in his life - mother, father 

and Kenny and was able to express anger at them, perceiving their part in his difficulties. 

Despite the limitations of his legacy he had managed and had come to realise that 

although not perfect, he was in fact, very much alive (FIGURE 11, p90). As captain of 

his ship, he had weathered the storm and had come in safely. (FIGURE 12, p93). 

6.4.2. Conclusion 

It is the writer's opinion that, albeit several years belatedly, the simultaneous therapeutic 

endeavour provided the context from within which both mother and child could move 

towards recovery. lan, within the holding, containing (maternal) therapeutic matrix, was 

provided the opportunity to recoup his former developmental interruptions and was able 

to experience the 'good enough' maternal environment with a 'sufficiency of space', which 

enclosed but did not impinge and within which there was sufficient space to maintain an 

'optimal distance', modified over time, allowing oscillation between closeness and 
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distance, while moving towards separation and individuation (Walt, 1986). The 

therapeutic environment provided the context from within which lan's psychological life 

was able to germinate. 

Simultaneously with lan's psychic process went that of his mother. Because Ann's 

archaic legacy is of far longer standing than lan's, it will take longer to resolve. However: 

" ... one constructive reason that we can have for going back into the past ps] to discover 

the places where we first went astray, and the influences which were at work then ... [so) 

that we may gain understanding, which will enable us to separate ourselves from these 

influences where they are still in operation, and that we may look squarely at what in 

ourselves is handicapping us... the primitive and childlike forces, of which we prefer to 

remain unconscious, must be met and acknowledged, before we can grow up .. . " 

(Wickes, 1927 : 117- 118). 

Ann has already met and acknowledged some of these primitive forces; many more 

remain to be confronted. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN : CONCLUDING SUMMARY AND CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 

It has been the writer's aim to elucidate an object relations approach to therapeutic work with 

children. The study was approached by means of a critical theoretical evaluation of 

psychoanalytic and object relations conceptualisations of the primary biological mother-child 

relationship and of the mother's involvement in and contribution to both optimal and pathological 

development in the child. This theoretical exposition was supplemented by the presentation and 

examination of clinical material derived from a mother-child treatment case in clinical practice. 

The writer hopes to have shed light on the issues of the primary relationship , and the role of the 

mother in the treatment process, by situating them within an object relations framework. This 

framework is informed by theoretical tenets which are concerned with the dynamic interplay of 

unconscious internal object relations and current interpersonal experience. The writer also hopes 

to have provided clinicians with some guidelines on how to locate the locus of pathology as well 

as how to define treatment boundaries. 

At the outset of this paper it was stated that although it has been acknowledged that there is 

often more than one participant in the disturbance with which a child presents for treatment, and 

that psychogenetic origins of the disturbance may not reside within the child himself, the question 

of how to take this into account in the therapeutic endeavour has not always been addressed by 

clinicians. The present paper has been an attempt to address this issue, together with that of the 

role of the parents (in particular the mother) in child treatment. 

In the course of the overview of the development of child treatment, the need to examine the 

development of various treatment approaches in which the inclusion of and role of the parents 

in the child's treatment were addressed, emerged. It was concluded that parent-therapist contact 

of a superficial nature often proved to be inadequate; one or both parents needed to be directly 

involved in the treatment process. In most instances, the mother's involvement (more so than 

the father's) appeared to be crucial. 
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Critical exploration of various psychoanalytic and object relations conceptualisations of the 

primary relationship indicated that this relationship is of special importance and crucial to the 

emotional development of the child. Failure to take into account the complexities of the nature 

of the primary relationship and the extent to which it is negotiated by both mother and child may 

hamper clinicians in their attempts to successfully treat children. It was concluded that an in

depth assessment focusing specifically on the interrelationship between the index child and the 

mother is required . 

. Exploration of the unconscious aspects of the mother-child relationship showed that under 

optimal conditions, the mother is able to modify both the physical and psychological distance 

between her and the infant, according to the changing needs of the infant. In instances where 

this does not take place, the child's psychological development may be impaired. It was therefore 

concluded that the nature of unconscious processes should be accorded careful consideration 

in the course of the assessment, diagnosis and treatment procedures. 

Specifically, it was argued that clinicians must be able to establish the extent to which primitive, 

unconscious interconnections have persisted and have impeded the child's psychological 

development. In instances where such primitive interconnections are still operative, the clinician 

is likely to encounter the problem of the mother's intrusion (consciously or unconsciously) into the 

treatment process. It was concluded that when clinicians fail to take into account the 

intermingling of phantasy between mother and child, they also fail to evaluate the persistence of 

primitive unconscious interconnections. Where clinicians attempt to locate the source of 

pathology in either the mother or the child, instead of within the mother-child relationship and 

in the primary mother-child interactions, they fail to adequately define treatment boundaries and 

in so doing often omit to include ·the mother. 

As an alternative to this dualistic approach, the writer advocated consideration of simultaneous 

treatment of mother and child. It was suggested as an object relations approach which makes 

possible the understanding of the interplay between phenomena in the intrapsychic sphere and 
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phenomena in the sphere of external reality and interpersonal relations. The focus of treatment 

is therefore on the unconscious meanings and associations held by the mother in relation to her 

child and the ways in which these unconscious expectations are fulfilled by the symptomatic child. 

Simultaneous treatment was shown to be invaluable in highlighting the points of interaction 

between the disturbances of mother and child by providing access to the unconscious meaning 

and motivation of mother-child interactions. The approach was also found to assist the clinician 

in tracing the pathways of unconscious communication through which aspects of the mother's 

disturbance reach and affect the child. Simultaneous treatment case material clearly 

demonstrated instances in which the child's symptoms were given up in direct relation to the 

mother relinquishing either a fixed pathological position of her own, or relinquishing her 

pathological hold on the child. These observations provided substantiation for the writer's claim 

that treatment of the child alone is inadequate when unconscious forces in the mother work in 

the direction of enhancing the child's pathology. 

Although the views of this paper were illustrated by just one clinical example, and the conclusions 

drawn therefore cannot be considered generalisable, the simultaneous treatment undertaken did 

appear to provide the context from within which both mother and child could begin to move 

towards recovery, and hence provided substantiation for the theoretical argument which was 

presented by the writer. 

Both the theoretical argument developed and the clinical material presented within this paper 

suggest the need for clinicians to pay increased attention to parts of the personality that have 

their roots in the earliest undifferentiated moments of life (i.e. within the period of the child's 

undifferentiated involvement with the mother) and to the subtleties of the unconscious legacy 

which the mother bestows upon the child. 

The writer hopes to have demonstrated that an object relations perspective in conjunction with 

a simultaneous treatment approach can be a valuable adjunct in assessing psychological 
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functioning in the child patient, and a most useful guideline in establishing the parameters and 

perimeters of child treatment. 

In concluding, the writer echoes Grotstein's sentiments:-

"It has become my belief that the psychopathology of all disorders can be looked 
at from the vantage point of the success or failure to achieve bonding or 
attachment between the infant and the mother, and that a more convenient 
paradigm for gauging normalcy and psychopathology is the nature of the 
interrelationship with the other rather than of the individual self'. 

(Grotstein, 1983 :572) . 
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